


Artists’ Books Exhibitions in the Bower Ashton Library 
showcases, UWE, Bristol, UK 

The Mountains Are Calling…
Friday 3rd March – Monday 17th April 2023
A selection of artists’ books by members of LAND2 and 
from the archives at the Centre for Print Research. 

This exhibition accompanies a Bookarts at UWE / LAND2 
symposium in Bristol discussing environmental themes 
including water quality, land degradation, pollution and 
damage to the landscape, interventions and ideas. It shares 
some of the outcomes from UWE's HAS-ACE Connecting 
Research Project Grant Scheme - Slow Violence and River 
Abuse: The Hidden Effect of Land Use on Water Quality (led 
by Niamh Fahy and Gillian Clayton) - alongside curated 
presentations from national artists, geographers, writers, 
environmentalists and scientists. The creative practice-led 
research network LAND2, “land squared”, was started in 
2002 as a national network of artist/lecturers and research 
students with an interest in landscape/place-oriented art 
practice. Its convenors are: Iain Biggs (independent), Mary 
Modeen (Dundee) and Judith Tucker (University of Leeds).

The artists’ books on display at Bower Ashton Library have 
been selected for their focus on the natural world and the 
environment in relation to the project’s themes. A pop-
up handling exhibition of prints and artists’ books will 
temporarily leave the library for the public to handle 
at the UWE / LAND2 day event.   

Artists’ books on display include: 

Semáforo volcánico (volcanic traffic light), Ireri Topete 
(Mexico), 2021. A large-scale artist's book dedicated to the 
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Popocatepelt volcano, one of the most active volcanoes in 
Mexico. The book is from Topete's Termómetos project, (a 
catalogue of the works prduced can be viewed on ISSUU 
*3) is a visual record of nature and its changes. “The 
artists' books made in concertina format, bear witness to 
the events observed, as visual scales. This series is based 
on the observation, investigation and recording of real 
events that occurred during the year 2019, this year being 
particularly extraordinary in terms of natural phenomena, 
which occurred in an atypical way. 2019, turned out to be 
an especially significant year globally, natural events have 
skyrocketed in their intensity, frequency and repercussions 
for the natural environment and human settlements.” *1

Time, Ioulia Akhmadeeva, (Mexico) 2020. (One piece from 
the installation My Habitat). This project consists of the 
installation of an artist’s book in a different format: multiple 
printed textiles and objects in one space. The topic is 
Existence, Survival, and Habitat. Mini poems in the form of 
haikus in calligraphic engraving and printed texts. They talk 
about solitude, life, nature, rain, pandemic times, moments 
of life, garden, and light. Mediums and techniques: linoleum 
engravings printed in linen on both sides. 

The piece is composed of 250 linen clouds-poems, from 
which a rain of satin and organza ribbons fall to meet with 
250 rocks with poetry in Spanish, English and Russian. 
The 1000 ribbons have words and haikus printed on them 
with rubber stamps. *2

Non-description of the Hill, Radosław Nowakowski (Poland), 
1999. “Mountain, you’ve hidden yourself behind the labyrinth 
of the leafless tree, got lost in the misty air. 
But I do have almost one hundred pictures taken from the 
same place, in different parts of a day and of a year. 
I will turn these pictures into subtle prints, cover them with 
unclear tales small as little clouds, tales about everything and 
nothing, written in three languages… And somebody wishing 
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to see you will have to open noisily the paper window and 
go through it to the text or through the text to the picture or 
through the picture to the picture or through the text to the 
text…

What do I make it for? This idea is so common among 
masters and fakers. But nobody has done it with this 
mountain. From this place. In this place.” *3

Minidewak, Robin Wall Kimmerer (USA), 2013. 
“As a botanist and professor of plant ecology, Robin Wall 
Kimmerer has spent a career learning how to ask questions 
of nature using the tools of science. As a Potawatomi 
woman, she learned from elders, family, and history that the 
Potawatomi consider plants and animals to be our oldest 
teachers. MCBA’s Winter Book Minidewak in partnership 
with Milkweed Editions, reproduced four selected readings 
from Kimmerer’s book of essays Braiding Sweetgrass in a 
limited edition, handmade artist’s book in 2013. 

A Potawatomi term, minidewak (literally, “they give from 
the heart”) refers to a ceremonial tradition of gift-giving, 
an expression of generosity and gratitude with its roots in 
nature’s cycle of plenty and scarcity. Kimmerer understands 
the minidewak as a living symbol of community, wherein 
“the well-being of one is linked to the well-being of all.” *4 

Plasticarium Prospectus, Sally Alatalo (USA), 2021. 
“In response to the material ubiquity of synthetic polymers, 
including their molecular integration into the earth’s 
bio-stream, Plasticarium Prospectus imagines a repository 
modelled on collection, classification and research strategies 
represented in museums, herbaria, libraries and other 
archives.” *5

A hemline of sky, forest, and water through smoke, Gracia 
Haby and Louise Jennison (Australia), 2020. The artists’ 
books began with a picture which began with a catastrophe. 

“From fire service updates and images and videos posted 
from on-the-ground and at-the-scene in a still-ongoing-at-
the-time-of-publication series of bushfires, read on Twitter 
in the summer of 2019–20, assembled under the hashtags 
#AustraliaBurns and #ClimateCrisis. At the time of making 
these artists’ books, the full impact on tree species and wildlife 
will not be known until more assessments are done as fire 
grounds become accessible. This is climate change in its most 
fundamental form.

Collages pulled from - the snare of words read at the time, 
and belonging to other people, in news articles, and a 
collection of books on the bedside table.

From - foreign syntax.

I’m a grey and blue landscape. An assemblage of disparate 
scenes. 

All the plants and algae, bacteria, invertebrates, fish, 
amphibians, reptiles, birds, mammals.

…. the animals confer that it will happen.

…. a range of harsh screeches and metallic whistles.

…. the moment of crisis has come.” *6

This Place (Volumes 1-6), Angie Butler/ABPress (UK), 
2014-2016. Each pamphlet captures a fleeting experience or 
a glimpse; a pocket-sized memory of being here, tempting 
others to imagine. Made whilst on a residency at Deuchar 
Mill (Helen Douglas Weproductions), Yarrow, housed in 
wooden slipcase.

Outfalls, Judith Tucker & Harriet Tarlo (UK) 2018. “Outfalls 
is a collaboration between Judith Tucker (drawings) and 
Harriet Tarlo (texts) reflecting on the life of the Louth 
Navigation in North East Lincolnshire, published by Wild 
Pansy Press. They first encountered the canal at its outfall 
at Tetney Haven on the Humber Estuary. From here they 
traced the canal back to Louth and became fascinated in its 
past, present and future, the people who live there, and its 
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blend of natural and cultural features which, in microcosm, 
reflect many global and national issues related to place, 
environment and heritage.” *7

You can read more about the exhibition and see the full list 
of artists’ books on show on the Bookarts website. Find out 
more about LAND2 at: https://land2.leeds.ac.uk

*1 https://issuu.com/tirerica/docs/okok_proyecto_
termometros_2.2_med
*2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XRAmbLsEw1A&t=4s
*3 https://www.liberatorium.com/books/gora/hill.html
*4 https://www.mnbookarts.org/minidewak-2013/
*5 http://www.sallyalatalo.com/plasticarium-prospectus/
*6 https://gracialouise.com/works/hemline
*7 http://www.wildpansypress.com/index.php/publications/
works-by-harriet-tarlo--judith-tucker/

This exhibition is free and open to the public at Bower 
Ashton Library, Monday - Friday 9am-5pm. No booking 
needed. The library is on the first floor of B block. 

Bower Ashton Library, UWE Bristol City Campus, Kennel 
Lodge Road. Bristol BS3 2JT, UK. 
Tel: 0117 3284750 
https://www.uwe.ac.uk/study/library/our-libraries/opening-
hours#section-3  

Exhibitions at the Center for Book Arts, New York, USA

Craft & Conceptual Art: Reshaping the Legacy of 
Artists’ Books
Until 25th March 2023
Craft & Conceptual Art: Reshaping the Legacy of Artists’ 
Books, curated by Megan N. Liberty, reconsiders the early 
history of artists’ books.

In the history of art, craft and conceptual art are 
often placed at odds. Craft emphasises the materiality 
of the object, while conceptual art emphasises the 
dematerialisation of the object. But artists’ books offer a 
unique merging of these premises in the book’s status as a 

conceptual, tactile, and often ephemeral object. Successful 
artists’ books blend the craft of its making - paper, binding, 
scale, and printing method - with a conceptual premise tied 
to its status as time-based media in which the idea of the 
book - sequence, repetition, and audience activation - is 
essential to its meaning. While early exhibitions and writing 
on artists’ books maintained both these practices, including 
unique and small-edition handmade books that verge 
towards sculpture alongside mass-produced photobooks, 
paperbacks, and stapled zines, the history of artists’ books 
has since shifted, primitising only the democracy of 
the genre and ghettoising expensive, unique, and 
sculptural bookworks.

Craft & Conceptual Art: Reshaping the Legacy of Artists’ 
Books, will revisit this early history, focusing on the 
intertwined legacies of book art centers across the US whose 
primary goal has been to teach the craft practices of book 
arts, and other institutions focused on distribution and 
collecting. Tracing the foundation and production of book 
art organisation across the US - including, Center for Book 
Arts in 1974, Printed Matter and Franklin Furnace in 1976, 
Minnesota Center for Book Arts in 1983, and San Francisco 
Center for the Book in 1996 - this exhibition will show craft 
and conceptual art not to be opposites, but rather two ends 
of a spectrum of book art practices.

The exhibition is accompanied by a fully illustrated 
catalogue featuring additional contributions by Sur Rodney 
(Sur), David Senior, Kayleigh Perkov, and Tara Aisha Willis, 
and a selection of reprinted historical texts. 
https://centerforbookarts.org/craft-conceptual-exhibition

Tricia Treacy - Scaffolding
Until 25th March 2023
Scaffolding uncovers a collection of printed grids, patterns 
and geometric frameworks from our constructed and 
natural environments. Objects in our typical environments 
unfold into a familiar, almost invisible backdrop for our 
lives. Grids of space and time are everywhere, even if we 
cannot see them on the surface. They create modules and 
patterns that are easy to follow. Often in blue on ruled 
composition paper, bright orange on a pad of vellum paper, 
white on cutting mats, air between poorly installed drywall, 
or metal to break a window into a set of smaller views. They 
dissect an image, line, floor, and/or ceiling while filtering a 
changing view. They give rhythm under the stillness. 
This mismatch of grids can be quiet, soft, indifferent.

Barbara T. Smith, Coffin: In Self Defense, 1967. Courtesy the 
artist and The Box Los Angeles. Photo: Luis Corzo.

https://issuu.com/tirerica/docs/okok_proyecto_termometros_2.2_med
https://issuu.com/tirerica/docs/okok_proyecto_termometros_2.2_med
http://www.wildpansypress.com/index.php/publications/works-by-harriet-tarlo--judith-tucker/
http://www.wildpansypress.com/index.php/publications/works-by-harriet-tarlo--judith-tucker/
https://www.uwe.ac.uk/study/library/our-libraries/opening-hours#section-3
https://www.uwe.ac.uk/study/library/our-libraries/opening-hours#section-3
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Tricia Treacy is an interdisciplinary artist and educator 
raised in an Irish American family whose experimental and 
collaborative practice intersects print media, design, and 
publishing into participatory projects. She attempts to blur 
the boundaries between art and design while extending the 
notion of a book.
https://centerforbookarts.org/scaffolding-exhibition

Lukaza Branfman-Verissimo - Rituals Here
Until 25th March 2023
When a protest banner is held by many in the streets, it 
becomes a curtain. A curtain for the performance and 
embodiment of resistance, liberation, protest. When a piece 
of fabric is unrolled onto a wooden table, it becomes a 
tablecloth. Next come the dishes, food and people. A meal is 
about to be shared. A conversation is about to begin. When 
many strings are knotted and tied together they become a 
net, a basket, a holder. Nets for carrying, nets for resting 
on, nets to trap and transport. When the claiming of safe 
spaces becomes essential to survival, chosen communities, 
neighbors, friends and lovers come together and become 
that needed space. 

This web is a space for holding, for creating safety and 
dialogue. An invitation to work within it, around it, because 
of it. Becoming and echoing, forms, structures, patterns 
and ways that Black, Brown, Indigenous, queer, trans, 
non-binary, two spirit, people of color form kinship, radical 
community, spaces of survival and dialogues rooted in 
resistance.

Lukaza Branfman-Verissimo (they/them/Lukaza) an artist, 
activist, educator, storyteller & curator who lives/works 
between Lisjan Ohlone Land [Oakland, CA] and Powhatan 
Land [Richmond,VA]. With roots in storytelling, Branfman-
Verissimo’s work is informed by their commitment to craft 
and community, engagement with society, and interests in 
preserving and broadcasting B.I.Q.T.P.O.C. stories. Their 
work has been included in exhibitions and performances 
at Konsthall C [Stockholm, Sweden], SEPTEMBER Gallery 
[Kinderhook, NY], EFA Project Space [New York City, NY], 
Leslie Lohman Museum [New York City, NY], Yerba Buena 
Center for the Arts [San Francisco, CA] and Berkeley Art 
Museum and Pacific Film Archive [Berkeley, CA], amongst 
others. Their artist books and prints have been published by 
Endless Editions, Childish Books, Press Press, Night Diver 
Press, and most recently with Printed Matter Inc.
https://centerforbookarts.org/rituals-here-exhibition

Monday–Thursday 11am–6pm, Friday & Saturday 11am–
5pm. Admission is free with a suggested donation. 
28 West 27th St, 3rd Fl, New York, NY 10001, USA.
https://centerforbookarts.org

Mirror Mirror. Monika Jäger and the Klingspor Museum
Offenbach, Germany
Until 30th March 2023
Starting from the drawing or her own text, the artist Monika 
Jäger (*1987) combines her graphic work in her artists' 
books, also on handmade paper, into compositions of words 
and images and creates her own cosmos in them. In her 
drawings and texts, Monika Jäger is a detailed observer of 

her environment. In the movement of the pen on paper, 
she examines nature and culturally influenced spaces. In 
addition to a dedicated focus on form, she explores the 
interpersonal behaviour of residents among themselves, 
reflects it in an individual way and offers positions on it. 
In the exhibition “Spiegel Mirror. Monika Jäger and the 
Klingspor Museum”, the museum collection enters into 
a dialogue with the artist’s works. Monika Jäger did her 
doctorate on the artistic work of ‹usus› (Uta Schneider and 
Ulrike Stoltz) and also dealt with various works from the 
collection of the Klingspor Museum. At the same time, the 
work “Zettelkasten”, which consists of around 416 colorful 
and eloquent index cards, has been in production since 
2018. This bundle combines the components of art and 
science in form and content as well as the works of the 
artists Uta Schneider and Ulrike Stoltz and the collection 
of the Klingspor Museum with Monika Jäger's own 
artistic signature.

Associated events:

Duo tour; Sunday 5th March 2023, 11am. The artist walks 
through the exhibition with typographer/designer Simon 
Malz. Image meets typography! Admission plus EUR 1.50 

Action day, Saturday 18th March 2023, 1-5pm; Various 
artistic techniques can be tried out at five stations in the 
exhibition: from making paper to printing with an eraser 
and soap. Admission 5 euros 

Finissage, Thursday 30th March 2023, 6pm, guided tour.   

Open: Tues Thurs, Fri 1pm – 6pm, Weds 2pm – 7pm, 
Sat, Sun, public holiday 11 am – 6pm. Free admission for 
children and young people under the age of 18, Students, 
federal voluntary service 1.50 euros, pensioners 2 euros, 
adults 2.50 euros, Free admission on Wednesdays.

Klingspor Museum
Herrnstraße 80, 63065 Offenbach, Germany
https://www.offenbach.de/microsite/klingspor_museum/
ausstellungen/

Karen Kunc: Forms & Forces
Bainbridge Island Museum of Art, USA
10th March - 4th June 2023

Zettelkasten, Monika Jäger © Monika Jäger. Photo: Simon Malz

https://www.offenbach.de/microsite/klingspor_museum/ausstellungen/
https://www.offenbach.de/microsite/klingspor_museum/ausstellungen/
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Karen Kunc (Lincoln, NE) is featured in a solo exhibition 
in the Sherry Grover Gallery. This master printmaker and 
artist’s book creator is one of the most represented artists in 
the Cynthia Sears Artists’ Books Collection. 

Enjoy selections from Kunc’s prolific and compelling career. 
An exhibition catalogue will be available through the BIMA 
Museum Store.

Exhibitions are open daily from 10am-5pm and admission 
is free. The Museum sits just steps away from the Bainbridge 
Island ferry terminal at 550 Winslow Way East, Bainbridge 
Island, WA 98110.

Bainbridge Island Museum of Art
550 Winslow Way E, Bainbridge Island, WA 98110, USA.
https://www.biartmuseum.org

Fous de Proust 
Château de Montsoreau-Museum of Contemporary Art  
Montsoreau, France
Until 30th March 2023
From mfc-michèle Didier: The exhibition Fous de Proust, 
curated by Léa Bismuth, features artworks by Chantal 
Akerman, Véronique Aubouy, Jérémie Bennequin, Nicolas 
Boulard, Elina Brotherus, Christophe Fiat, Robert Filliou, 
Bernard Heidsieck, Bruno Perramant, Allen Ruppersberg, 
and the Trilogy by On Kawara. 

On Kawara’s Trilogy composed of 36 volumes and 13.690 
pages, consists of 3 works: I GOT UP, I WENT and I MET.
Between May 10, 1968 and September 17, 1979, On Kawara 
sent a postcard every day stating where he was. On the 
back of each card he stamped the words “I GOT UP AT”, 
followed by the time at which he got up that day. The name 
and the address of both the recipient are also stamped on 
the right of the card. I GOT UP contains twelve volumes of 
21 x 14.8 cm each, and 4160 pages in total. 

Between June 1st, 1968 and September 17 of 1979, On 
Kawara used a red line to trace each of his daily walks on 
a map of the city where he was at the time. On the bottom 
of each map, the artist stamped the date. I WENT in twelve 
volumes takes the function of an atlas. If maps galvanise 
the imagination and invite to spatial projection, then in this 
case we are reading an annotated atlas. These red lines also 
interest us because they are the beginning of a story, the 
embryo of a narrative. I WENT contains 12 volumes of 
21 x 14.8 cm each and 4740 pages in total.
 
From May 10, 1968 to September 17, 1979, the artist noted 
in a chronological order the names of the people with whom 
he conversed. This list, and the day's stamp appear on each 
page. Raising fundamental questions regarding name, 
encounter, time or space, I MET creates a poetry of the 
moment. I MET contains 12 volumes of 21 x 14.8 cm each, 
and 4790 pages in total.

https://www.micheledidier.com/fr/artistes/oeuvres/31/on-
kawara

Château de Montsoreau-Musée d’art contemporain
Passage du marquis de geoffre
49730 Montsoreau, vallée de la Loire, France.
https://www.chateau-montsoreau.com 

Offset
Curated by Claude Closky
Le Centre des livres d’artistes (cdla)
Saint-Yrieix-La-Perche, France
Until 8th April 2023
The Offset exhibition offers a journey through the editions 
gathered at the CDLA. Its title refers to a printing technique 
widely used for publication and marks the desire to break 
out of the established order, to put forward centered points 
of view: to be outside the set. 

Offset is composed of 4 video projections and two sound 
diffusion points, each presenting a singular path between 
works designed specifically for dissemination and sharing: 
tracts, magazines, books, scores, postcards, cardboard 
boxes, posters, documents, speeches, fictions, radio 
broadcast, records, cassettes, wav, aiff, mp3, etc. 

Publishing is an artistic laboratory for experimentation and 
exchange with the public. It is an alternative space to the 
commercial and restricted circuit of art. Knowing how to 
invent independent media, conducive to original individual 
or collective discourse. The project of the exhibition is to 
explore the potentials of publishing at its most common, 
both as a means and a context for circulating observations, 

Sky Ladders, Karen Kunc, 2017, woodcut, Japanese Nishinouchi 
paper, edition #4 of 11. Photo: Hunter Stroud. BIMA

On Kawara, I GOT UP, 1968-79/2008. Edition of 90 signed and 
numbered, and 10 artist proofs. 1968-79/2008. 
Produced and published by mfc-michèle didier in 2008. 
©2008 On Kawara & mfc-michèle didier.

https://www.micheledidier.com/fr/artistes/oeuvres/31/on-kawara
https://www.micheledidier.com/fr/artistes/oeuvres/31/on-kawara


forms and ideas. It is composed of four parts: Conditions 
and predictions, Original and common, Ramdam and tralala, 
Crossings and parallels. 

Offset shows projects ranging from the already historicised 
period of the 1960s and 1970s, to recent productions by 
artists of the new generations. The exhibition highlights the 
important place occupied by publishing in artistic practice, 
it highlights in particular the opportunities offered by the 
transition from analog to digital, but also the resistance to 
the standardisation of content conditioned s and formatted 
by social networks. 
About a thousand works by more than a hundred artists are 
presented in the form of sound broadcasting and project 
video reproductions accompanied by their info: author, 
title, year of creation. No physical object, printed matter, 
cardboard, vinyl, showcase, chair rail, desk, pin, staple, 
is exhibited.

Exhibition La salle du fond: Jan Steinbach
Put the stamp here
Until 8th April 2023
An exhibition of resulting works produced from Jan 
Steinbach’s CDLA residency over March - April 2022.

Le Centre des livres d’artistes (cdla)

1 Place Attane, 87500 Saint-Yrieix-La-Perche, France.
https://cdla.info

EBBE+FLOW 
Taigh Chearsabhagh, North Uist, UK
Until Saturday 29th April 2023
EBBE+FLOW is an exchange exhibition; touring in its own 
wooden chest filled with artworks and images connecting 
Norway and Scotland. It features work from nine artists – 
Marit Tunestveit Dyre, Rhona Fleming, Sarah Jost, David 
Lemm, Jon Macleod, Randi Annie Strand, Calum Wallis and 
co-curators David Faithfull and Imi Maufe. 

It stems from time spent by the artists on two (w)ORD 
residencies together, on Mull in 2018, and at Tjuvika in 
Gulen, Norway in 2019. The exhibition captures, in its form 
and configuration, the essence of the drifting cultural and 
nautical exchanges between two lands across the North Sea, 
both historically and today; the ebb and flow of tides, people 
and objects between Norway and Scotland, following the 
weather and the tidal streams, back and forth, from east 
to west and from west to east. EBBE+FLOW is a project 
initiated with the support of Bergen Ateliergruppe and 
the SSA.

The exhibition is free and open to all from 10am – 4pm, 
Monday to Saturday, in Gallery 1 at Taigh Chearsabhagh, 
Lochmaddy, North Uist, UK.
https://www.taigh-chearsabhagh.org/events/ebbe-flow/

Diane Jacobs - Owed to The Mountain 
Portland International Airport, USA
Until May 2023
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Owed to The Mountain by Diane Jacobs is on view on 
Concourse D at The Portland International Airport until 
May 2023. 

If you are visiting Portland please keep a look out for the 
large glass vitrine and tag me on Instagram #dianedeejart
https://www.dianejacobs.net

Ink, Press, Repeat: National Juried Printmaking and Book 
Art Exhibition of Traditional and Digital Print Media
Court Gallery, Ben Shahn Center for the Visual Arts, 
William Paterson University, Wayne, USA
Until 24th March 2023
Ink, Press, Repeat is the University Galleries’ juried 
exhibition of traditional and digital print media and book 
art by professional artists from across the United States.

Juried by Susan J. Goldman, artist, master printmaker, 
curator, filmmaker, and founding director of Lily Press ©, 
this exhibition presents a selection of contemporary prints 
and artists’ books by 50 artists from 22 states: Leslie Adler, 
Rosaire Appel, Isak Applin, David Avery, Magda Baker, 
Mindy Belloff, Howard Berelson, Carol Bouyoucos, Denise 
Brady, Helene L. Brenenson, Lu Brewer, Servane Briand, 
R.D. Burton, Danqi Cai, Gino Castellanos, Eliza Clifford, 
Michael Ensminger, April Virginia Flanders, Xueer Gao, 
Jessica Marie Gross, Linda Herritt, Nicholas A. Hill, Yuji 
Hiratsuka, Neil Horsky, Marcus Howell, Diane Jacobs, 
David Joo, Christina Kang, Gali Katz, Tatana Kellner, Jun 
Lee, J. Myszka Lewis, Steven McCarthy, Chris Mona, Steven 
Muñoz, Irmari Nacht, B.E.F. Oakes, Frank Ozereko, Mervi 
Pakaste, Debra Pearlman, Marilyn Propp, Scott Reeds, 
Maxwell Roath, Andrew Robinson, Jennifer Scheuer, Dana 
Stirling, Rebecca Rowan Strabo, William Truran, Julie 
Wallace, and Chantal Zakari.

William Paterson University, 300 Pompton Road
Wayne, New Jersey 07470, USA.
https://wpunj.edu/coac/gallery/Exhibitions/

Shifting Borders: A Journey to the Centre of our World(s) 
Treasures of the Brotherton Gallery
University of Leeds, UK
Until Thursday 21st December 2023 
Take a journey across borders and travel from Leeds to 
Venice and Jerusalem via the Sun and Moon. 
This is an exhibition for the curious explorer! Delve into the 
world of maps from a pioneering travel guide printed in the 
fifteenth century to contemporary artists’ books.

Maps are an integral part of our everyday lives - we use 
Google Maps to find a shop, SatNav to guide our car 
journeys, and Ordnance Survey maps to help plan our next 
adventure in the mountains. Historically, they have also 
been a way for us to understand and visualise our world 
and beyond. Guest curated by Chris Taylor, artist and 
Professor of Fine Art Practice at the University of Leeds, 
this exhibition takes a deep dive into maps, guidebooks and 
more to explore how these documents can capture notions 
of place, home and nationhood, as well as being a way to 
express hope for a better life.

On display are artefacts belonging to or created by 
explorers, spies, scientists, mapmakers, and authors. 
Alongside historical objects, the exhibition draws on the 
University’s significant Artists’ Books Collection. The books 
on display show how contemporary artists adapt the formats 
and structure of the map, or experiences of journeys taken, 
to capture current concerns regarding migration, place 
and history.

Tues–Sat 10.00–17.00. Free. The Stanley & Audrey Burton 
Gallery and the Treasures of the Brotherton Gallery
Parkinson Building, Woodhouse Lane

Helen Douglas, A Venetian Brocade, Yarrow, 2010

Déirdre Kelly, A walk past standing heads, Leeds, 2016
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University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT, UK
https://library.leeds.ac.uk/events/event/1900/galleries/535/
shifting-borders-a-journey-to-the-centre-of-our-world-s

Exposition de Livres d’artiste-enfants from Atelier Vis-à-
Vis at 1,2,3 Solène !, Marseille, France
Until 11th March 2023
In collaboration with the gallery 1,2,3 Solène!, Atelier Vis-
à-Vis exhibits its children’s artists’ books. Produced with 
students since its creation in 1987, these books were made 
during publishing workshops in schools, colleges and high 
schools in the region. Here, children and teenagers are the 
creators of the texts and images for each book. With the 
help of the facilitators from Atelier Vis-à-Vis, they printed 
and shaped their own book. 

Also, to be discovered in the shop are books from the Œil 
en Coin collection published for school workshops. This 
collection was specially designed by Atelier Vis-à-Vis so that 
students can develop a new perspective on the graphic arts. 
Whether through drawing, writing, photography or even 
architecture, art is a necessity to express the world. Thus 
the first aspiration of the L’Œil en Coin collection was to 
show the richness of the images created by mankind, from 
our origins to the present day. The diversity of graphics is 
there to be read as so many languages to the imagination; 
symbolic expressions made up of lines, shapes, colours and 
movements...

Open Tuesday to Saturday, 10am - 6pm. 
1,2,3 Solène !, 20 Bd Longchamp, 13001, Marseille, France.
https://www.123solene.fr/

Positively Charged: 

Copier Art in the Bay Area Since the 1960s
San Francisco Center for the Book & San Francisco Public 
Library’s Skylight Gallery, USA
Until 19th March 2023

Curators: Maymanah Farhat and Jennie Hinchcliff

San Francisco Center for the Book and San Francisco Public 
Library join forces to present a retrospective look at the role 
the colour copier played in avant-garde art movements in 
the Bay Area. Positively Charged: Copier Art in the Bay Area 
Since the 1960s comprises a single exhibition across two 
venues that explores the histories of several significant arts 
organisations and artists in San Francisco and the Bay Area 
through the lens of the copier art they produced.

Throughout the 1960s and 70s, the radical potential of 
copier art and quick printing was embraced by artistic 
communities across the Bay Area. Creative hubs such as 
North Beach’s Postcard Palace, the San Francisco 
Art Institute, and Mama Bear’s Bookstore in Oakland 
provided materials, training, equipment and opportunities 
for retail sales.

Exhibition curators Maymanah Farhat and Jennie Hinchcliff 
elaborate, stating that “for nearly 60 years, copier technology 
has provided Bay Area artists with an accessible medium 
allowing for distinctive forms of experimentation, social 
and political agency, mass distribution and affordable art 
making practices. Copier technology allowed artists to push 
the boundaries of their existing art practices in new and 
exciting ways.”

The 1980s and 90s ushered in an expansion in the way 
artists and individuals utilised copiers. Copy shops and 
community spaces such as public libraries continued to play 
an important part as hubs for artistic activity. Copier artists 
began creating art that provided commentary on Reagan-
era politics and larger global crises. By highlighting the 
activities of these art spaces and the artists who founded and 
ran them, Positively Charged introduces viewers to the Bay 
Area’s extensive network of copier artists and history 
of copier art in the Bay Area.

https://library.leeds.ac.uk/events/event/1900/galleries/535/shifting-borders-a-journey-to-the-centre
https://library.leeds.ac.uk/events/event/1900/galleries/535/shifting-borders-a-journey-to-the-centre
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Artists in the exhibition include Enrique Chagoya, Sas 
Colby, Bruce Connor, Jay DeFeo, Ginny Lloyd, Mary V. 
Marsh, Fred Martin, Scott MacLeod, Sally Wassink, Barbara 
Wyeth, and René Yañez (among others). 

A full-colour exhibition catalogue with essays by Maymanah
Farhat (Independent curator and writer) and Jennie 
Hinchcliff (Exhibition Manager, San Francisco Center for 
the Book) is available for purchase from the San Francisco 
Center for the Book.

San Francisco Main Library, 100 Larkin Street, Skylight 
Gallery, 6th Floor. See website for opening hours.
https://sfpl.org/locations/main-library/rooms/skylight-
gallery-6th-floor

San Francisco Center for the Book
375 Rhode Island Street, SF CA 94103, USA. 
Hours: Wednesday – Sunday, 10am – 5pm. 
https://sfcb.org/positivelycharged

Samra Mayanja: The Living and the Stale
The Tetley, Leeds, UK
Until 4th June 2023 
Samra Mayanja presents The Living and the Stale, her first 
solo institutional exhibition. 

Exploring the idea of lostness, Mayanja presents a new body 
of work in the form of a novella, installations, drawings, a 
score and moving image work.

The exhibition brings together Mayanja’s poetry and images 
made whilst travelling around Uganda searching; searching 
for bark cloth and Ham Mukasa’s archive, but also being met 
by her father’s history.

Mayanja’s research centres secretary-scribe, Ham Mukasa 
(c.1870–1956). In 1902, Mukasa wrote a text entitled 
Uganda’s Katikiro in England which documented the 
journey of Buganda’s prime minister to England, for Edward 
VII’s coronation. This is one of the first travel diaries written 
by an African person coming to Europe.

Mayanja’s interest in Mukasa is his ability to poetically frame 
– for himself and the reader – that which he had never 
seen. The images he constructs oscillate between rolling 
observation, absurd (mis)translations and compelling 
diaristic accounts.

Audiences will be guided through galleries, which are 
treated as the inside of a ‘dispersed film’, playing out these 
journeys as scattered, stuck and expanded narratives.

Samra Mayanja: The Living and the Stale is part of The Tetley 
Jerwood Commissions programme, supported by Jerwood 
Arts’ Development Programme Fund.

Open Wednesday – Sunday, 10am–5pm. Free.
Atrium & Galleries 1–8, First Floor Galleries, The Tetley
Hunslet Road, Leeds, LS10 1JQ, UK
 
https://thetetley.org/exhibition/samra-mayanja-the-living-
and-the-stale/

Exhibitions at Street Road Artists Space
Cochranville, PA, USA:

Zulu Padilla - May the neotropical arise - el eros de la 
espaciocidad
Until 3rd June 2023

Zulu Padilla, detail, May the neotropical arise.

https://sfpl.org/locations/main-library/rooms/skylight-gallery-6th-floor
https://sfpl.org/locations/main-library/rooms/skylight-gallery-6th-floor
https://thetetley.org/exhibition/samra-mayanja-the-living-and-the-stale/
https://thetetley.org/exhibition/samra-mayanja-the-living-and-the-stale/
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Zulu Padilla, based in Brooklyn, NY and Barranquilla, 
Colombia - weaves multiple strands of his practice to 
bring us May the neotropical arise, a complex meditation 
on migration, permanent transformation, and the idea of 
transcendental home.

Christopher Murray - Book of You 

Christopher Murray, based in New York and Philadelphia 
- joins Street Road’s Summer Library as our 10th Librarian, 
interpreting our collections through a meditation on ways 
that the act of reading becomes an almost infinite mirroring 
between book and reader. With the participation of sound 
artist Christian Huygen.

Street Road Artists’ Space
725 Street Rd, Cochranville, PA 19330, USA.
http://www.streetroad.org

Arcade Britannia
Daphne Oram Gallery, Canterbury, UK
6th March – 21st April 2023
You are invited to bring your own associations and stories 
to an exhibition that foregrounds the British amusement 
arcade: spaces built on memories.
 

An exhibition hosting a unique, and explorable, digital 
recreation of two 1980s Herne Bay arcades, with audio 
narration and housed within a period arcade machine. Also 
featuring images of both contemporary and late twentieth 
century amusement arcades and seafronts by photographers 
Stephen Clarke and Rob Ball https://robball.co.uk

Daphne Oram Gallery
Daphne Oram Creative Arts Building
Canterbury Christ Church University
North Holmes Road
Canterbury, Kent, CT1 1QU, UK.
 
Opening times: 10am – 4pm Monday – Friday
Free entry

Re-readings - Jonathan Callan, Hormazd Narielwalla, 
Carolyn Thompson
Eagle Gallery / EMH Arts, London, UK
Until 17th March 2023
‘No poet, no artist of any art, has complete meaning alone.’*

The English philosopher John Austin described language 
as a net we use to try to catch our experiences of the world. 
Words, punctuation, typographic and topographic symbols 
are amongst systems we use that enable us to communicate. 
However, meaning is not held completely fixed within the 
frameworks we impose and visual artists explore this sense 
of slippage in very interesting ways.

The current exhibition brings together three U.K. artists 
whose work could be described as a form re-reading. 
Their art investigates source material that contains different 
kinds of language, re-fashioning it into new forms and 
altering narratives.

Jonathan Callan is regarded internationally for 
conceptually-led works that are often derived from 
found books. As a visual artist he is pre-occupied by the 
limitations of language and his process involves a form 
of deconstruction. From large-scale installations that fix 
hundreds of books into abstract forms, to intimate small-
scale sculptural objects, his work renders physical what 
might be considered abstract thought. He is represented 
in collections including The Museum of Modern Art, New 
York; The British Museum, London; The Henry Moore 
Institute, Leeds; The British Council; The West Collection, 
Pennsylvania; The Leopold Hörsch Museum Düren, 
Germany; Princeton University Art Museum, New York and 
JP Morgan Chase Bank, New York.

Hormazd Narielwalla is known for images that re-purpose 
long-discarded, vintage tailoring patterns which he overlays 
with imposed forms to express ideas about memory, 
identity and diaspora. With an early training in fashion, 
the Indian born artist, uses the printed templates to speak 

Stephen Clarke Magic Mountain Pleasure Beach Blackpool

Jonathan Callan, Obelisk, 2020; Hormazd Narielwalla, from Fear 
of the Flower, 2023, Carolyn Thompson, from Black Mirror, 2011.
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of the human body in order to ask questions about how 
we exist in the world. His work was recently featured in 
Queering Connections at the Winchester Gallery and is held 
in collections including the Ben Uri Society, the Hepworth 
Wakefield, the Victoria and Albert Museum and Yale Center 
for British Art. 

Fear of the Flower a new artist’s book launched during the 
exhibition, celebrates queer male sexuality in a series 
of ‘rose-bud’ paintings that are reminiscent of Georgia 
O’Keefe’s lush, sexualised blooms. The book, introduced 
with a text by Dr Michael Petry explores the often hidden 
codes through which desire is indicated or expressed.

Carolyn Thompson’s practice incorporates altered texts, 
drawings, installations, textiles, sound works and film. 
Her working method is a form of subtle appropriation that 
re-writes and distills the essence of her source matter in 
eloquent new ways. Post Moderns, a solo exhibition held 
jointly by the Laurence Sterne Trust and the Eagle Gallery 
(2019-20), responded to 50 seminal modernist texts re-
published by Penguin Classics in 2018. Works ranged from 
meticulously altered found books, digital prints, drawings, 
paper sculptures and type-written poems. A recent film 
project This, of course is all speculation (2022) blurs fact 
and fiction in a conjectured narrative about the lives of 
Thomas Wood a 19th century gilder and art trader from 
Darlington and his son Sydney H. Wood, a photographer. 
In 2021 she was the recipient of a Dover Prize award and is 
currently working on a book based on archival material for 
Matt’s Gallery. Her work is held in collections including the 
Laurence Sterne Trust, Linklaters and Penguin, London.

*T.S. Eliot ’Tradition and Individual Talent’, publ. in the 
Egoist, 1919

Weds - Fri 11 - 6, Sat 11 - 4. 
Eagle Gallery / EMH Arts
159 Farringdon Road, London EC1R 3AL, UK
https://www.emmahilleagle.com

The Many Lives of Books
Exploring the Work of Book Conservators
American Bookbinders Museum, San Francisco, USA 
Until 29th April 2023

Karen Hanmer (image above) has three books included 
in The Many Lives of Books: Exploring the Work of Book 
Conservators at the American Bookbinders Museum in San 
Francisco. “My work addresses making structure models 
and using historic bindings as inspiration for book art.” 
https://karenhanmer.com

Enter the nuanced world of the book conservator. 
To the layperson, book conservation suggests book repair: 
taking a book that has been damaged through age, use, or 
accident, and fixing it so that it can go back into service. 
But conservators look at a damaged book and see not only 
the physical damage, but the story the book itself has to tell. 
The goal: to retain as much of the book’s physical history as 
possible, while making it strong enough to continue as 
a resource.

The expertise book conservators develop in book history 
and material science allows them to interpret clues and 
perform historically and culturally sympathetic repairs. 
Changes that occur during a book’s life - from creation to 
collection, use, and repair - create a record of its unique 
history. Owners’ marks, annotations, dog-eared pages, 
rebinding, and other interventions reflect the communities 
that the book has been a part of.  

Join us for a look between the covers, at the paper, binding–
and the stories that books reveal to a trained eye. From 
the beginnings of conservation through the Florence 
flood of 1966, to modern techniques and the tools of the 
conservator’s workbench, this exhibit provides a window 
into what it takes to preserve the story of a book.

Curated by:
Kimberly Kwan, Book Conservator, Stanford Libraries
Elizabeth Ryan, Book Conservator, Stanford Libraries
Michelle C. Smith, Book Conservator, San Francisco Public 
Library

American Bookbinders Museum
355 Clementina Street, San Francisco, CA 94103, USA.
https://bookbindersmuseum.org/exhibition/the-many-lives-
of-books/

Robert Filliou - 
Là où tout a commencé, cela commence à nouveau.
Immanence, Paris, France 
Until 22nd April 2023

https://bookbindersmuseum.org/exhibition/the-many-lives-of-books/
https://bookbindersmuseum.org/exhibition/the-many-lives-of-books/
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Là où tout a commencé, cela commence à nouveau (Where 
it all began, it begins again); This statement made by 
Robert Filliou during an interview with Louvrien Wijers 
speaks here of Les Eyzies in Dordogne, a few kilometres 
from the caves of Lascaux. This cradle of the world as 
Georges Bataille called it was also the last resting place of 
friend Robert Filliou. In a letter sent from Santa Monica 
on September 7, 1949, he wrote: “From the human point 
of view I have developed a great tolerance, with a kind 
of “love” for all my fellow human beings who like me are 
struggling hopelessly, miserable and repressed, against the 
background of human tragedy because, according to one of 
my favorite expressions, they have not only lost the kingdom 
of God, but also sold their souls to the Devil...”. 

Showing tolerance today “with a kind of love” as Filliou 
writes is a proposition that still resonates here today. Further 
on he writes: “the in-depth readings (BERGSON, Le Comte 
de NOUY...) make me realise that the ideal human conduct 
is that based on the precepts of the Gospel, reasoned 
with the most recent psycho-analysis.” A keen reader of 
Dostoyevsky, Céline, Nietzsche, or even Bergson, but also 
of Freud, Filliou considered that art should have the same 
effect as sleep, that of making us equal. With this exhibition 
we propose to forget any form of careerism, any form of 
vanity, to forget the ambient gloom and to try to prolong 
a part of our childhood, to keep a part of innocence, of 
recklessness. 

This exhibition presents more than twenty unique and 
original pieces by Robert Filliou as well as a large number 
of artists’ books, multiples, photographs, posters, but also 
letters and childhood drawings. The exhibition also presents 
a selection of works by his artist friends, Daniel Spoerri, 
Joachim Pfeufer, Emmett Williams, George Brecht, Dieter 
Roth, Dorothy Iannone, Jacqueline de Jong, Ben Vautier, 
Marcel Broodthaers, Ruth Wolf Rehfeldt, Joseph Beuys, as 
well as a selection of contemporary artists. 

Robert Filliou’s work is like a puzzle made up of a multitude 
of pieces that we can never see together. It forms a whole 
that is definitively invisible as a whole. A whole made 
up of works, books, objects but also friendships, games, 
encounters, travels. Because each Filliou exhibition is an 
adventure, a journey, it is this journey that we offer you.

A publication is available.

Immanence, 21 Avenue du Maine, 75015 Paris, France.
Open Thurs - Sat, 2pm - 6pm and by appointment. Métro: 
Montparnasse, Falguière, Duroc. Bus: 91/95/96

http://www.art-immanence.org/Robert-Filliou-La-ou-tout-
a-commence-cela-commence-a-nouveau

Fluxus Côte d’Azur 1963-68…2023
Galerie Eva Vautier
Nice, France
Until 25th March 2023
On the occasion of the 60th anniversary of the Fluxus 
movement, Eva Vautier gallery is pleased to present the 
group exhibition Fluxus Côte d’Azur 1963-68…2023.

Curator - Eva Vautier; History and documentation -Eric 
De Backer. An exhibition of works by: Marcel Alocco, Eric 
Andersen, Ay-O, Joseph Beuys, Daniel Biga, Robert Bozzi, 
George Brecht, Donna Brewer, Giuseppe Chiari, Philip 
Corner, Charles Dreyfus, Jean Dupuy, Robert Erébo, Robert 
Filliou, Olivier Garcin, Dany Gobert, Geoffrey Hendricks, 
Dick Higgins, Max Horde, Ray Johnson, Joe Jones, Alison 
Knowles, Milan Knížák, Arnaud Labelle-Rojoux, Jacques 
Lizène, George Maciunas, Laurent Marissal, Jean Mas, Larry 
Miller, Serge Oldenbourg dit ‘Serge III’, Nam June Paik, Ben 
Patterson, René Pietropaoli, Pierre Pontani, Takako Saito, 
Tomas Schmit, Alain Snyers, Daniel Spoerri, Marianne 
Staffeldt, Jacques Strauch & Michou Strauch-Barelli, Endre 
Tót, Gábor Tóth, Annie Vautier, Ben Vautier, Wolf Vostell, 
Robert Watts.

The gallery team particularly thanks Ben Vautier, Marcel 
Alocco, Caterina Gualco, Patrick Michaud and Christian 
Zervudacki for the loan of works and archives from their 
collections.

Galerie Eva Vautier
2 rue Vernier, Quartier Libération, 06100 Nice, France.
https://eva-vautier.com/art/exposition-fluxus-cote-
dazur-1963-1968/

Joan Lyons - A Retrospective Exhibition
Memorial Art Gallery of the University of Rochester, USA 
Until 13th August 2023
Forman Gallery & Installations through MAG’s American 
permanent collection galleries.

http://www.art-immanence.org/Robert-Filliou-La-ou-tout-a-commence-cela-commence-a-nouveau
http://www.art-immanence.org/Robert-Filliou-La-ou-tout-a-commence-cela-commence-a-nouveau
https://eva-vautier.com/art/exposition-fluxus-cote-dazur-1963-1968/
https://eva-vautier.com/art/exposition-fluxus-cote-dazur-1963-1968/
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of the influential Artists’ Books: A Critical Anthology and 
Sourcebook (1986, 1988, 1991, 1993), and Artists’ Books: 
Visual Studies Workshop Press 1972–2008 (2009). 

Memorial Art Gallery of the University of Rochester
500 University Ave., Rochester NY 14607, USA.
https://mag.rochester.edu/exhibitions/joan-lyons/

Exhibitions at: Florence Loewy gallery/books
Paris, France
Until 25th March 2023

Sara MacKillop - custom binding (gallery) 

“Closed, the Book only seems to be a Bag, in the form of a 
monochrome, orange, yellow, pink or blue paper rectangle, 
completed by paper handles or strings, to nimbly take 
hold of to go shopping. But no, absolutely not! The bag is 
already full. Inside, when it is spread out, as we would open 
a book, we discover the pages themselves made of paper 
shopping bags, in different formats and origins, creating a 
surprise effect like pop-up books. Acquired when making 
purchases, found in the street or made by the artist (for 
example, the bags created from calendar pages), the bags are 
skilfully assembled, sometimes showing a few words that 
don't necessarily need to be read, words that are just there, 
words that in any case, don't draw our attention to the point 
of forgetting the book’s materiality… in a custom binding 
practice as the exhibition’s title suggests.” 
Excerpt of the text written by Vanessa Morisset, translated 
from the French by Eileen Powis.

Salon Verlag - now & then (books)

Salon is a publishing project run by Gerhard Theewen since 
the 1970s, it started as a magazine conceived during his 

Joan Lyons (b. 1937) has been making pictures continuously 
for more than six decades. She has been a fearless innovator 
in a wide range of historical and contemporary image-
making processes, as well as newly invented reproduction 
technologies of the 1960s–1980s. Lyons embraces chance 
and uncertainty as opportunities for discovery. She has 
said, “Every idea, every kind of work needed a different 
way of making it. And the way of making it suggested new 
directions for the work as it evolved.”

While Lyons is adept with process and equipment, her 
starting point is an idea: that the people and everyday 
objects around us accrue value from our interactions with 
them. The humble objects she pictures - chairs, plants, a 
well-used apron - achieve a heightened status as artifacts 
owned, used, and perceived by humans.

Lyons has forged a unique path with intuitive projects that 
challenge the authority of the traditional photographic 
image. From the 1960s through the 1980s, she created a 
feminist inquiry into the deeply personal and particular as 
subjects for her art. To this day she continues to investigate 
the power and conventions of photography, image-making, 
and representation within Western culture.

This exhibition is the first museum retrospective dedicated 
to the artist in her home town of Rochester, New York. 
It features a broad and representative selection of Lyons’ 
work from all six decades of her career. The exhibition 
will begin in MAG’s introductory Forman Gallery, which 
welcomes all visitors to MAG, and will extend into spaces 
throughout the American galleries on the first floor.

Since the start of her career, Joan Lyons has exhibited her 
art in galleries and museums around the world. It is also in 
the permanent collections of, for example, the DeCordova 
Museum; J. Paul Getty Museum; Museum of Fine Arts, 
Houston; Museum of Modern Art, New York; Minneapolis 
Institute of Art; National Gallery of Canada; Norton-
Simon Museum, and the Yale University Art Gallery. In 
2007, Lyons had a retrospective exhibition at Rochester 
Contemporary Art Center, and in 2018, Lyons’ career was 
featured in a major exhibition at Steven Kasher Gallery in 
New York and Paris.

In addition to her work in photography, Lyons was 
Founding Director of Rochester’s Visual Studies Workshop 
Press, which she led from 1972–2004. She was responsible 
for the production and publication of 450 titles, as well as 
over 30 editions of her own artists’ books. She is the editor 

Joan Lyons, 50th Birthday (Diptych), 1987, Cyanotype, 2 sheets, 
Collection of Joan Lyons.



studies at the Kunstakademie Dusseldorf, the 12 issues of 
Salon magazine contain exclusive contributions by artists 
and its covers are proposals by Hans-Peter Feldmann.

In 1995 he founded Salon Verlag as a publishing house in 
Cologne, specialised in series of artists’ books, exhibition 
catalogues, monographs and catalogues raisonnés, with 
internationally renowned artists.

We are presenting here a selection of books and rare 
editions tracing the history of Salon Verlag, from its origins 
until today, through its major collections: Salon (magazine), 
édition séparée, Carte Blanche and Edition Ex Libris.

Florence Loewy gallery/books
9/11 rue de Thorigny, 75003 Paris, France.
T: +33 1 44 78 98 45
gallery / info@florenceloewy.com
www.florenceloewy.gallery
books / books@florenceloewy.com
www.florenceloewy.com

Merz! Flux! Pop!
Henie Onstad Kunstsenter
Høvikodden, Oslo, Norway
Until 16th April 2023
Exhibition design by Luca Frei. The exhibition includes 
examples of Schwitters in dialogue with his contemporary 
and later artists. A large cabinet that stood at the American 
Fluxus collector Jean Brown’s home, has been installed so 
that the public can open it up and see the contents of its 
drawers. The display here takes on a more architectural 
dimension. Four built-in niches, cabinets, and libraries, 
each covered with wallpaper of different colours, are 
created specifically to present particular collections. 
In the intervention, attention was paid to the materials: 
the recycling of concrete blocks and metal glass from 
renovation works for the plinths, and the bookshelves in
the library are an example of such.

The exhibition will be permanent in the new Merz Gallery 
at the Henie Onstad Kunstsenter. The gallery is 430 square 
metres and was created as an integral part of the art centre’s 
1968 original design. Previously, the area was used as a 
storeroom but has now been converted into an exhibition 

space. The gallery is on two floors and is designed by 
Snøhetta. Luca Frei developed the exhibition design in 
collaboration with Henie Onstad Kunstsenter.

Henie Onstad Kunstsenter, Høvikodden, Norway.
For travel info see: https://www.hok.no/en/visit

Miriam Elia - The New Normal
Ujazdowski Castle Centre for Contemporary Art
Warsaw, Poland
24th March - 11th June 2023
Miriam Elia’s work can be taken as paying homage to a 
time of optimism, of innocent British nostalgia, of playful 
learning, a journey of discovery and adventure, through 
happy images of smiling children exploring and discovering 
a world of wonder, as it was then. But there is subversive 
mimicry at play. Miriam’s art satirises contemporary culture, 
the politics and the ideologies that drive the engines of a 
globalised world. 

Her satire is part of a great tradition of political art and 
graphics that began with the revolutionary invention of 
mass producing words and images through print for the 
common man and woman at the beginning of the fifteenth 
century. Like great political satirists before her; William 
Hogarth, Francisco Goya, John Heartfield, George Grosz 
and Karl Arnold come to mind, Miriam Elia pokes fun at 
the new socio-political order. She questions the new “rules 
of the game” that was played out during the pandemic 
and lockdown, she assesses the aftershock and the new 
world order, otherwise known as ‘The Great Reset’, a global 
initiative started by the World Economic Forum, which 
plans to re-order the very fabric of our lives under the 
deceptively benign mission of increasing co-operation 
between global stakeholders. https://miriamelia.co.uk

Exhibitions and bookshop opening hours: 
Tuesday - Sunday 11:00 - 19:00, Thursday 11:00 - 20:00.

Ujazdowski Castle Centre for Contemporary Art
Jazdów 2, 00–467 Warsaw, Poland.
https://u-jazdowski.pl/en/programme/exhibitions/miriam-
elia
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Installation MERZ! FLUX! POP!, Henie Onstad Kunstsenter, 
Høvikodden/Oslo, Norway, 2022. Photo: Øystein Thorvaldsen /
Henie Onstad Kunstsenter

We do Lockdown 2a (2020) and We see the sights 2b (2022). 
Copyright © 2023 Learning with Miriam work by Miriam Elia.

https://u-jazdowski.pl/en/programme/exhibitions/miriam-elia
https://u-jazdowski.pl/en/programme/exhibitions/miriam-elia
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PhotoBookWorks 2023 
Spark Gallery, Denver, Colorado, USA
2nd - 26th March 2023
Abecedarian Gallery in conjunction with Denver’s Month 
of Photography. This international exhibition features 
contemporary book works that utilise various methods of 
photography as an element in conception and production. 

Events:
First Friday Art Walk, Friday 3rd March 2023, 6-9pm
Artists’ reception, Saturday 11th March 2023, 12-5pm
Informal Q&A with Alicia Bailey, curator, Friday 17th 
March 2023, 6-8pm

Spark Gallery, 900 Santa Fe Drive, Denver, Colorado, USA.

View the featured artists’ books online at:
https://abecedariangallery.com/store/product-category/
exhibits/photobookworks-2023/

Sumi Perera [SuperPress  EDITIONS] 
Artists’ Books, Print Installations & Exhibitions: 

DENTON ART PRIZE 
Sumi’s works Regeneration III – The Triptych, London 
Bridge Is Not Falling Down X and Rebuilding the Unbuilt 
– The Blueprint, have been shortlisted for the Denton Art 
Prize, curated and selected by Tim Shaw & Niamh White, 
the founders of Hospital Rooms.  An annual award and 
exhibition for exceptional artists held for the duration of 
a year: Denton Law Firm, No: 1 Fleet Place, London, UK, 
until December 2023.
http://www.niamh-white.com/dentons-art-prize 
The winner will be selected by an independent panel of 
judges at the end of 2023.

CONTEMPORARY PRINTMAKING PRIZE 2023 
Habitat III has been shortlisted from 600 entries by a panel 
of judges: Elenor Ling, Curator of Prints & Drawings at 
The Fitzwilliam Museum, Sir Richard Heaton, Warden of 
Robinson College, Cambridge & Trustee of Koestler Arts. 
Kip Gresham, Master-printmaker & Founder of The Print 
Studio, Cambridge. Exhibition dates: 11th March - 2nd 
April 2023 For more information, visit: 
https://www.fendittongallery.com/

HABITAT the artist’s book was at UNSEEN an international 
juried exhibition at Form & Concept Gallery in Santa Fe, 
New Mexico USA.

https://23sandy.com/products/habitat-by-sumi-perera 

THINKING FOR PRINTING 
The Printmakers Council gifted their members an A5 
sized sketchbook to record the progress for the exhibition 
Thinking For Printing at Bankside Gallery. Sumi’s 
interactive artist’s book installation of pages changed c
olour with heat and accompanying sketchbook was 
THE ARCHITECTURAL UNCANNY – Revisited at 
Bankside Gallery.

https://www.banksidegallery.com/exhibitions/91-thinking-
for-printing/overview/ 

WITH MY BACK TO THE WORLD
To celebrate International Women’s Day. Shattering The 
Glass Ceiling I, II & III has been selected for this exhibition 
for IWD. The exhibition examines the dialogues that emerge 
through materials, form, and techniques in the works of 
approximately 12 contemporary women artists based in or 

Bookwall Noir, Steven Daiber, 2022

https://abecedariangallery.com/store/product-category/exhibits/photobookworks-2023/
https://abecedariangallery.com/store/product-category/exhibits/photobookworks-2023/
https://www.banksidegallery.com/exhibitions/91-thinking-for-printing/overview/
https://www.banksidegallery.com/exhibitions/91-thinking-for-printing/overview/
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from Sri Lanka, and attempts to unpack the myriad ways 
in which they are steering the conversation. The Saskia 
Fernando Gallery, 41 Horton Place, Colombo, Sri Lanka.

2nd March – 2nd April 2023
https://www.saskiafernandogallery.com/about/ 

LONDON ORIGINAL PRINT FAIR
Somerset House, London. 30th March – 2nd April 2023.
https://londonoriginalprintfair.com/about/ 

FOR MORE INFO email or visit:
sumi_perera@hotmail.com
https://www.instagram.com/sumi_perera/
https://www.facebook.com/sumi.perera.71
https://twitter.com/PereraSumi
www.saatchiart.com/sumiperera

Every Book a Mirror: Book Artists Engage with the 21st 
Century
North Carolina Collection Gallery in Wilson Special 
Collections Library
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, USA 
Until 12th July 2023
As they explore the idea of what a book can be, artists 
challenge readers and ask them to confront urgent issues.
That idea is the core of a new exhibition at the North 
Carolina Collection Gallery in Wilson Special Collections 
Library. Every Book a Mirror presents artists’ books and 
zines from the Sloane Art Library at UNC-Chapel Hill 
that are engaged with vital social issues of the 21st century. 
Whether addressing a monumental issue like climate 
change or the intimate details of an individual history, 
featured works use craft, storytelling and the simple act of 
publishing to make powerful statements.

Every Book a Mirror contains more than 70 individual 
artists’ books and zines. These materials were selected to 
represent an extensive collection at the Sloane Art Library, 
which includes over 1400 artists’ books and nearly 400 
zines. In building its teaching collection, the Art Library 
collects as broadly as possible so that students and other 
patrons can see the full range of possibilities in the artists’ 
book form. Special strengths of the collection include work 
from major artists’ book presses, Latin American artists’ 
books (especially from Argentina, Cuba and Mexico) and 
books featuring fine examples of different printmaking 
methods, as well as work by North Carolina artists.

The exhibition’s title comes from a quote by Michael Ende, 
author of “The Neverending Story” and “Momo.” In a 
collection of short stories titled “Mirror in the Mirror,” 
Ende asks, “Is not every book a mirror in which the reader 
is reflected?” The works displayed in the exhibition hold 
that mirror up to both reader and society, asking us to see 
ourselves and each other in a new light.

Open: Monday-Friday, 9-5, except holidays.

North Carolina Collection Gallery 
Wilson Special Collections Library 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
200 South Road, Chapel Hill, NC 27515, USA.
https://library.unc.edu/wilson/

Reader on Reparations, Re: Black Twitter, and Faces of the 
Colonizer, by Kandis Williams (2016 / 2019 / 2016, respectively). 
Photo from Sloane Art Library at UNC-Chapel Hill.
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From De Stijl to Boekie Woekie. Artists’ publications from 
the Netherlands
Weserburg Museum für moderne Kunst
Teerhof 20, 28199 Bremen, Germany
Exhibition at the Centre for Artists’ Publications
11th March - 10th September 2023
Curators: Dr. Anne Thurmann-Jajes and Dr. José Brokken-
Zijp. This exhibition covers more than one hundred years 
of art from the Netherlands. It starts with the De Stijl 
movement from the beginning of the twentieth century, 
along with the same-named periodical of Theo van 
Doesburg, which was dedicated to the renewal not only of 
art, but also of architecture, design, typography, and poetry. 
The concluding focus is on Boekie Woekie – the artist-run 
bookstore for books by artists in Amsterdam – which can 
already be considered to be legendary. The exhibition is a 
cooperation with the Brokken Zijp Foundation of Art (BFA) 
in the Netherlands.

Artists: Pierre Alechinsky, Karel Appel, Marinus Boezem, 
Pieter Brattinga, Stanley Brouwn, Aart van Barneveld, 
Sigrid Calon,  Ulises Carrión, Hans Clavin, Constant, 
Corneille, Wim Crouwel, Herman Damen, Ad Dekkers, 
Theo van Doesburg, Christian Dotremont, Pier van Dyck, 
Henriëtte van Egten, Michael Gibbs, Marijke de Goey, 
Harry Haarsma, Harmen de Hoop, Hetty Huismann, Ko 
de Jonge, Asger Jorn, Bart van der Leck, Bert Loerakker, 
Lucebert, Jan van Munster, Willem de Ridder, Tajiri 
Shinkichi, Peter Struycken, Rod Summers, Oej Tjeng Sit, 
Fiona Tan, Jan van der Til, Rúna Thorkelsdóttir, Friedrich 
Vordemberge-Gildewart, Jan Voss, herman de vries, Marijke 
van Warmerdam, Alicja Werbachowska, H.N. Werkman, 
Robert Zandvliet.

Weserburg Museum für moderne Kunst
Teerhof 20, 28199 Bremen, Germany.
https://weserburg.de

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY from Codex Polaris
Kunstnerboken: unik og mangfoldig (The Artist’s Book: 
unique and diverse) will take place at Kristiansand 
Kunsthall and Kristainsand folkebibliotek, Norway from 
2nd September to 29th October 2023. This exhibition 
will showcase artists who work with the handmade book, 
with installations, unique works, and resident artists from 
Norway, Sweden, Finland, Iceland and Denmark. 

There will be a seminar on Friday 1st September with events 
happening over the opening weekend. Codex Polaris are the 
curators for this exhibition and look forward to welcoming 
you to the exhibition and exhibition programme. 

To be on the mailing list for the exhibition send an email 
to: codexpolaris@gmail.com
http://www.kristiansandkunsthall.no
https://www.codexpolaris.com

COURSES, CONFERENCES, LECTURES & WORKSHOPS 

Otter Bookbinding Workshops, Midhurst, West Sussex, 
UK. The dates for our upcoming bookbinding weekends in  
2023 are as follows:  

8-10 April, 13-15 May, 10-12 June, 8-10 July, 12-13 August

If you’ve a collection of motley old books and would like 
to learn how to repair torn pages and broken sewing these 
workshops are for you.  Book collectors and book dealers 
find the weekends useful because it’s amazing how much 
you can do to renovate an old book yourself. I teach you the 
techniques so that you can do a certain amount yourself and 
learn when to call in the professionals and when to repair 
your own as well as the do’s and don’ts of bookbinding and 
book restoration. The workshops are also for those of you 
wishing to learn and attain a City and Guilds diploma in 
Bookbinding as well as those of you with a book that you 
have created that you’d like to bind and beautify yourself! 

More information and booking link at:
https://www.otterbookbinding.com/tuition

Our Otter Bookbinding Online Shop has beautiful papers 
for binding as well as leather dressing for feeding your 
antiquarian books. We have a whole range of colours 
available for sale in our shop so you can use them in your 
own bookbinding projects:
https://www.otterbookbinding.com/store

UK Bookbinding Workshops with Megan Stallworthy
Workshops take place at arts centres and book festivals in 
Devon, Cornwall and Somerset, and bespoke workshops 
can be arranged for groups and individuals. A wide range 
of traditional and contemporary book structures are taught. 
Bespoke, 1:1 Zoom tutorials are also available. 

Cover De Stijl publication, Boekie Woekie drawing by Jan Voss. 
Photo from Weserburg Museum.



UPCOMING WORKSHOPS:

LINK STITCHED BOOKS AND QUIRKY ACCORDIONS
MAKE Southwest, Bovey Tracey, Saturday 1st April 2023

LONGSTITCH VARIATIONS
Plough Arts at St Anne’s, Barnstaple
Saturday 22nd April 2023

JAPANESE BOOKS AND THE CHINESE ACCORDION
Taunton Library, Friday 19th May 2023

Find out more at https://meganstallworthy.co.uk where you 
can also subscribe to the newsletter and hear about new 
workshops as they are planned. @msbookbinder 

Workshops at Minnesota Center for Book Arts, USA
Sign up for an MCBA membership at any level and take 10% 
off workshop registrations. Plus, get early notification of 
new releases:  https://www.mnbookarts.org/support/

https://www.mnbookarts.org/category/adult-workshops/

Minnesota Center for Book Arts is located on the first floor 
of the Open Book building:
1011 Washington Avenue S., Suite 100
Minneapolis MN 55415, USA
https://www.mnbookarts.org

Courses at the London Centre for Book Arts, UK

For 2023 we have a full calendar of bookbinding, printing, 
and publishing workshops including:

INTRODUCTION TO BOOKBINDING 1: Pamphlets, 
Concertinas & Japanese Stab-bindings - 06/05/2023

INTRODUCTION TO BOOKBINDING 2: 
Single Section Case Bindings - 13/05/2023

INTRODUCTION TO BOOKBINDING 3: 
Exposed Spine Bindings - 20/05/2023
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All in-person workshops are taught in our studios on Rhode 
Island Street. See all available in-person workshops at: 
https://sfcb.org/workshops-inperson

Online workshops are offered via Zoom. All online 
workshops are recorded; registered students will have access 
to the videos for a limited time. See all available online 
workshops at: https://sfcb.org/workshops-online

San Francisco Center for the Book
375 Rhode Island Street, San Francisco, CA 94103, USA.
https://sfcb.org

BINDING re:DEFINED, UK workshops

The Spring programme for BINDING re:DEFINED 
continues on the 25th and 26th of March with the Pleated 
Hinge. 

This is followed by the Binder’s wallet in April and the 
Ascona Album in May. None of these unique and versatile 
structures are offered anywhere else in the UK so grab a 
place soon. 

All the details of these, and more, are available on the 
website: https://www.bookbindingworkshops.com

BINDING re:DEFINED aims to inspire a wider appreciation 
of book structures and how they make an intelligent 
contribution to the aesthetic of the finished work. 
The focus of our carefully selected programme remains 
firmly in the tradition of well-crafted pieces that exhibit the 

INTRODUCTION TO BOOKBINDING 4: 
Round-Back Case Bindings - 27/05/2023

INTRODUCTION TO BOXMAKING 1: 
Solander Box - 03/06/2023

MAKING BOOKS - SUMMER & AUTUMN SCHOOLS 
In this week-long programme taught by experts, small 
groups of participants will be guided through the 
foundations of bookbinding and learn how to create six 
different book structures and a box at the LCBA bindery.

View and book all our workshops at:
https://londonbookarts.org/collections/workshops

London Centre for Book Arts
Britannia Works, 56 Dace Road, London, E3 2NQ, UK.
https://londonbookarts.org

Workshops at the San Francisco Center for the Book, USA:

In Person Workshop: Key Structures :: Accordion Book 
Experiments with Nina Eve Zeininger
Saturday 15th April 2023 
Beloved for their versatility, accordion books come in 
a variety of formats, providing endless opportunities 
for artists of many mediums: photography, collage, 
printmaking, or illustration (to name a few).

Starting with the basics, students will be introduced to 
“no-fail” folding methods and then will tackle a variety of 
styles of accordion bindings including a basic model made 
from three sheets tabbed together, a tipfolio with cover, 
an accordion made from single sheets, and a Leporello 
structure.

The books made in class will be small in scale but the 
instructor will discuss how the techniques learned in class 
can be adjusted to fit accordion books of varying sizes. By 
the end of class, students will have created both softcover 
and hardcover versions of accordion books, in addition to 
brainstorming ideas for future projects. 

This is not a content based class but the instructor will show 
examples of similar structures with content to get creative 
juices flowing. 10am-4pm. $150. Scholarship available. 
More information and registration link at:
https://sfcb.org/civicrm/event/info?reset=1&id=4473
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best in contemporary design. We work out of a purpose-
built bindery in Wiltshire’s beautiful Vale of Pewsey with 
easy access by road and rail.

Further details and how to join are on the website
https://www.bookbindingworkshops.com
email: bookbindingsworkshops@gmail.com
or ring Lori Sauer on 01672 851638 

Karen Hanmer Book Arts Workshops, USA

Ethiopian Binding - Online workshop sponsored by San 
Diego Book Arts
1-22 May 2023 | Mondays | 4 sessions
This humble, elegant binding opens flat and is the 
inspiration for many contemporary “Coptic” book arts 
structures. Characteristics include wood boards trimmed 
flush with the text block, paired sewing stations, and chain 
stitch-sewing that enters the board edge to incorporate 
board attachment. In this workshop, students will make 
a full-leather binding with braided leather endbands and 
cloth board linings. We will begin by folding and punching 
sections, and drilling holes into wood boards. 
Simple tooling will enhance the finished binding.
The workshop will be recorded and available for the 
registrants to view for 30 days. Details and registration:
https://www.sandiegobookarts.com/workshop-events

Endbands - Online workshop sponsored by the Canadian 
Bookbinders and Book Artists Guild
4-25 May 2023 | Thursdays | 4 sessions
Students will learn a variety of endbands, practicing first 
on flat corrugated plastic then sewing on text blocks: 
rolled leather, paper, or cloth endband; bead on the spine; 
the ubiquitous two-colour bead at the front; three-color 
bead at the front; and finally a multi-colour double core 
endband. The workshop will be recorded and available for 
the registrants to view until August 26, 2023. Details and 
registration: https://www.cbbag.ca/event-5076455

Limp Vellum Binding in the style of Kelmscott Press 
Online 20th - 21st May 2023 | Saturday-Sunday | 2 sessions

William Morris bound his iconic Kelmscott Press books in 
limp vellum cases. Because these bindings are so devoid of 
ornament, all aspects of their construction and materials 
become design elements. Students will view examples and 
discuss these characteristics before constructing a facsimile 
of a Kelmscott Press limp vellum binding. Details and 
registration: https://karenhanmer.com/gallery/teaching/
scheduled-workshops

Medieval Cutaway Binding online workshop
11th July - 1st August 2023 | Tuesdays | 4 sessions
The Medieval binding may be the archetypal book: heavy 
wooden boards, partially or fully covered in leather, 
prominent bands on the spine. Students will construct a 
cutaway model highlighting aspects typical of a Medieval 
binding, with special attention given to shaping then 
drawing on the boards. Details and registration:
https://karenhanmer.com/gallery/teaching/scheduled-
workshops

Leather Binding IV in-person workshop
8th - 13th September 2023 | Friday-Wednesday | 6 days
This year’s topic is crafting a leather fine binding that is 
rounded but not backed. Students will complete one full 
leather binding with a decorated head, multi-color sewn 
endbands, leather hinge and edge-to edge doublures, made 
endsheets with decorative paper, and champhered boards.
Details and registration:
https://karenhanmer.com/gallery/teaching/scheduled-
workshops

Partner Organisations - In addition to the workshops 
detailed above, I offer workshops through the Canadian 
Bookbinders and Book Artists Guild, Jaffe Center at Florida 
Atlantic University, Minnesota Center for Book Arts, San 
Diego Book Arts, and San Francisco Center for the Book.
https://karenhanmer.com

Hedi Kyle’s Candy Box - Summer master class 
With Suzanne Schmollgruber
Boekbinderij Wilgenkamp, Blokker, The Netherlands
6th - 8th July 2023

https://karenhanmer.com/gallery/teaching/scheduled-workshops
https://karenhanmer.com/gallery/teaching/scheduled-workshops
https://karenhanmer.com/gallery/teaching/scheduled-workshops
https://karenhanmer.com/gallery/teaching/scheduled-workshops
https://karenhanmer.com/gallery/teaching/scheduled-workshops
https://karenhanmer.com/gallery/teaching/scheduled-workshops
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Suzanne Schmollgruber, my new guest teacher, knows Hedi 
and has worked a lot with her over the years. This class is 
modelled on the series of workshops that Suzanne teaches 
in Ascona.  The multitude and variety of Hedi Kyle’s models 
allow us to open our horizons. Historical and contemporary 
techniques are explored. You will discover how rich the 
possibilities and developments of these works are.

For beginners, experienced binders and paper lovers. 
Highly recommended! More info and booking link:
https://www.boekbinderij-wilgenkamp.nl/the-hedi-kyle-
candy-box-cursuscode-hk-01-23/

Boekbinderij Wilgenkamp
Binnenplaats 40, Blokker, Noord Holland 1695 JJ,
The Netherlands. All dates for masterclasses, workshops and 
courses in Spring 2023 are available on the website: 
https://www.boekbinderij-wilgenkamp.nl/info-en/
Do you have any questions? Don't hesitate to send an email 
to: vind@boekbinderij-wilgenkamp.nl

New letterpress courses from Atelier t in Belgium
Atelier t continues to grow. Last year, we built a new studio, 
and it is now ready for more action. We are organising 
several workshops this spring and another summer week 
in July 2023.

Do you fancy ink and type and printing presses? Don't mind 
dirty hands? In an international context and in a special 
place? With sound guidance? 

This is on the programme:
• 11 - 12 March 2023 Introduction to Letterpress
• 01 - 02 April 2023 Letterpress: The Young Ones
• 28 - 30 April 2023 Meet the Artist: posters with 
Armina Ghazaryan
• 18 - 21 May 2023 Poetry on the Press with Thomas 
Gravemaker
• 10 - 14 July 2023 Summer Week: Masterclass with Thomas 
Gravemaker

Check our courses on https://ateliert.be/workshops-courses/
The website also has all the info on how to register.

You are welcome in Dutch, English, French and German. 

Perhaps you have other plans where Atelier t can help:
• A project of your own
• A workshop just for you alone or in duo
• Visiting with a small group 

Get in touch and we'll work something out.
Kind regards, Katleen and Niels

Drukwerkplaats Atelier t vzw
Bremtstraat 7 - 3360 Bierbeek, Belgium.
https://ateliert.be/

Shetland Text and Texture
In person with The Travelling Bookbinder 
Lerwick, Shetland, UK
11th– 14th July 2023
Produce a set of seven stitched bindings in their own 
slip case.

Inspired by abundantly textured surroundings and 
imaginative exercises, respond to what you see, who you 
meet and the many conversations we’ll share.
The complete set of books all lined up together makes a 
pattern like Fair Isle knitting, linking them to the vibrant 
craft tradition in Shetland.

A bookish island adventure full of stories.

£695.00. More information and booking link at: 
https://www.thetravellingbookbinder.com/product/
shetland-text-texture-bookbinding/

Suminagashi (Japanese paper marbling) with Sarah Amatt
Culmington Village Hall near Ludlow, UK
Saturday 11th March 2023
A day playing with the ancient art of suminagashi. Learn 
about and practice the techniques and take home a stack of 
lovely, marbled papers.

https://www.boekbinderij-wilgenkamp.nl/the-hedi-kyle-candy-box-cursuscode-hk-01-23/
https://www.boekbinderij-wilgenkamp.nl/the-hedi-kyle-candy-box-cursuscode-hk-01-23/
https://www.thetravellingbookbinder.com/product/shetland-text-texture-bookbinding/ 
https://www.thetravellingbookbinder.com/product/shetland-text-texture-bookbinding/ 
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The art of suminagashi, the Japanese form of paper 
marbling, is both compelling and intriguing. It dates back to 
the Heian period of Japan (794-1185) and is the precursor of 
all other marbling techniques.

The day starts at 10 a.m. with coffee and a look at the history 
of suminagashi and what you need to get started. There will 
be demonstrations and plenty of opportunities to unleash 
your creativity and to ask questions! The aim is to help you 
acquire the necessary skills to create your own designs 
at home.

Learning and playing with the process of suminagashi 
allows your creativity to flow as you make beautiful 
designs, each one completely different to the next. It’s such 
a meditative process, you may well be surprised at how 
immersed you become in the activity as you coax patterns 
from ink floating on water. No previous experience is 
required, curiosity is encouraged!

The workshop will give you an understanding of the 
materials, tools and process with plenty of practice on both 
small and large troughs. Take home many sheets of paper 
covered in suminagashi for use in bookbinding and other 
paper arts.

The venue is in Culmington Village Hall in the Corve 
Dale, some seven miles north of Ludlow in the glorious 
Shropshire countryside.

Some feedback from previous students…

“A day of discovery and delight, the Suminagashi workshop 
was engrossing, intoxicating and uplifting on so many 
levels…” Jane Pickett, potter.

“...it was wonderful. Very informative, with a perfect balance 
of instruction and practical freedom.” Ruth, tattoo artist.

“Sarah’s teaching was wonderfully calm and intuitive. Her 
quiet enthusiasm and wisdom about Suminagashi was very 
inspiring, showing us that each and every print we made 
was completely unique, which was enlightening to realise.”
Liz Pyman, writer.

10am – 4pm. Culmington Village, Hall Culmington Village 
Hall Culmington Ludlow SY8 2DA, UK. £97.00
Included in the cost are all materials and refreshments 
(beverages and cake).

Please bring a packed lunch with you (we will be several 
miles from cafes and coffee shops).

Booking link:
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/suminagashi-japanese-
paper-marbling-tickets-462569226007

BOXES I
Tutor: Cristina Balbiano d'Aramengo
Professione Libro, Milan, Italy
29th March - 2nd April 2023

A basic workshop, introduction to the construction of boxes 
according to the technique of Dutch master Cor Aerssens. 
This extraordinary boxmaker in over 25 years has developed 
a very special technique of construction at the same time 
robust and refined.

Learn the basics of this technique also allows access to 
upper-level seminars for the construction of boxes in all 
forms, with or without hinges. The basic forms of right-
angled boxes, a neck-box and cover-box, is reviewed.

These are built from cardboard and covered in paper.
The emphasis is put on the construction, the covering (cut 
out of a single piece, as far as possible) and the finishing 
touches. Much attention is set to the matter in which these 
steps occur.

The first half day of the workshop there will be a session of 
graphic work about sketching and construction drawings of 
boxes: in fact, to understand how to build a box one needs 
to know how it is constructed, in which way each piece of 
cardboard has to be built and why in that specific following 
order.

This workshop is for both beginners and advanced students, 
who want to expand their knowledge: in fact, Cor Aerssens’ 

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/suminagashi-japanese-paper-marbling-tickets-462569226007
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/suminagashi-japanese-paper-marbling-tickets-462569226007
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technique differs from the usual methods of assembling and 
covering.

BOXES - I - BXB0323. Registration must be made before 
the closing date. The participation fee is 500 euro, including 
coffee breaks, costs of materials and the use of tools, 
provided by the organizers. Membership to the Association 
for 2023 is required (30 euro).

The course is limited in number: upon reaching the 
maximum number admitted, it is possible to ask to be 
placed on the waiting list. Closing date for enrolment and 
payment of the fee: 18th March 2023. book online at:
https://www.professionelibro.it/schedacorso.
aspx?id=94&clid=600&ts=co&lg=en

Professione Libro, Via Angelo Del Bon, 1 - 20158 Milan, 
Italy. https://www.professionelibro.it

FROM PRINT TO BOOK - 2
Screen printing and the world of Blizzard books 
Tutor: Cristina Balbiano d'Aramengo
SHE-LAB, Rome, Italy, 3rd - 4th June 2023

A new module for working with folds on the boundary 
between screen printing and bookbinding. During the two 
days we will work preparing the screens, with a collective 
work in groups, to then print the sheets that will be used 
for the contents of the book structures. Test folded models 
will be created, important prototypes to familiarise yourself 
with the Blizzard book category, pocket and hinged 
structures which in their versatility can contain many 
different formats, from loose papers to bifolds, to booklets 
and concertinas: it's all about learning the basic structure 
and then in knowing how to calculate proportions and 
dimensions.

The course is aimed at all those who want to discover 
the world of screen printing and creative bookbinding. 

Chino Crafts

y
Supporting local artisans in rural Nepal

Our intention, involvement and action in buying and 
selling of animals is zero percent.

As long as our age-old tradition of consuming meat 
stays, this will require the safest and most hygienic 
disposal of these animal by products. They serve as 

farm fertilizers and bring nourishment to food plants 
we grow here in Kathmandu. 

Crafters like ourselves have our own unique and lesser 
noticed way of contributing our little bit to do away 

with these perishables.

We elevate horn and bone to an art form. We breathe 
new life into them. Our gifted carvers turn them into 

objects of art that will bring joy. 

We make them into wearable art objects like earrings 
and pendants. Or, working tools and accessories like 

bone folders, bone clasps and awl handles.  

Your enquiries please: thame2709@gmail.com
https://www.chinocrafts.com

https://www.professionelibro.it/schedacorso.aspx?id=94&clid=600&ts=co&lg=en
https://www.professionelibro.it/schedacorso.aspx?id=94&clid=600&ts=co&lg=en
https://www.chinocrafts.com
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Perfect for the curious, enthusiasts, designers, illustrators, 
photographers, artists and all those who want to learn how 
to make a portable edition of their works.

Two days to navigate by sight between screen printing and 
bookbinding.
 
The course, organised by SHE-LAB, will take place at Varsi 
Art&Lab, Via di Affogalasino 34, Rome, Italy. Fee: 270 euro 
including materials and the use of tools provided by the 
organisers. Closing date for enrolment: 23 May 2023.

Book online at:
https://galleriavarsi.it/shop/workshops/dalla-stampa-al-
libro-ii/

American Academy of Bookbinding (AAB) upcoming 
courses in Telluride, CO, USA
2023 is a year of celebrations! AAB will host 30th 
Anniversary events in both San Francisco at Standards of 
Excellence Seminar and Telluride. 
Some Spring classes:

Introduction to Bookbinding – Level 1
20th - 24th April 2023 | Lang Ingalls | $950
This class is for you if you have never taken a bookbinding 
class. This is a one-week class devoted to the fundamental 
building blocks of bookbinding; it is an introduction to 
binding books into paper and cloth covers.

Starting at the very beginning, students will learn about 
paper grain, cutting and folding, gathering and sewing 
a signature, and producing a Pamphlet Binding. From 
there, they will expand to multi-signature sewing and Case 
Binding. An introduction to the essential tools of the trade 
will be covered. Students will learn techniques and habits 
to prepare them to progress to the next level. They will also 
have acquired the skills to practice and explore bookbinding 
at home. The marvels of paper, the details of sewing, the 
characteristics of an attractive book cover, and more are 
taught in this class.

This course is open to students with little or no prior 
bookbinding experience.

Introduction to Bookbinding – Level 2
27th April – 1st May 2023 | Lang Ingalls | $950

This course is for 
students who have 
taken Level 1 and 
are ready to develop 
further and explore 
materials. Students 
will work with a 
textblock, making 
the Millimeter 
Binding structure. 
The class will cover 
the importance of 
design, bookblock 
preparation, the 
principles of a 
rounded spine, 
basic leatherwork, 
and hand-sewn 
endbands. There 
will be a review of 
board-cutting basics, 
book squares, and 
the use of adhesives. 

Introduction to the Schärfix paring machine and a review 
of best practices with tools will be covered. The elegance of 
leather, considerations of spine swell, design materiality, and 
harmony are taught in this class. This class is required for 
students ready to advance their skills and prepare for AAB’s 
Fundamentals of Half and Full-Leather Binding courses.

Prerequisites: Introduction to Bookbinding I or equivalent 
experience. This course may be repeated as needed or 
desired.

Miniature Fine Leather Binding
4th - 8th May 2023 | Gabrielle Fox | $950

This miniature leather binding class taught at the American 
Academy of Bookbinding is based on the English tradition 
of fine leather binding in the spirit of the binders and artists 
Edgar Mansfield and William Matthews. Like any well-
designed miniature object the adjustments both visually 

https://galleriavarsi.it/shop/workshops/dalla-stampa-al-libro-ii/
https://galleriavarsi.it/shop/workshops/dalla-stampa-al-libro-ii/
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and structurally allow the audience to see a smaller version 
that appears to be a scaled down version of a full size book. 
This can be done with materials that aren’t always possible 
to reduce in size or thickness. With the variations for 
miniatures that Gabrielle has developed, students will create 
small visual gems that can be read comfortably and handled 
without harming these pieces of art.

The course will begin the letterpress printing the book 
you will bind. This part will be taught by Chip Schilling, 
Managing Director of AAB and will give students the 
opportunity to understand how books are designed for 
imposition, and how print production effects the quality 
of the books you are binding. The bindings you will then 
create will be in traditional full leather with leather joints 
and headbands, exploring decorative techniques including 
onlays and tooling. For students with previous experience 
there will be many options in sets of sheets for additional 
bindings

Prerequisites: Introduction to Bookbinding Level 2, or 
equivalent experience in basic leather paring.

View all Spring, Summer and Fall courses on the website: 
https://bookbindingacademy.org/courses/telluride/

American Academy of Bookbinding
117 North Willow Street, Telluride, CO  81435, USA.
https://bookbindingacademy.org/courses/telluride/

Turning Research Into Artists’ Books
Tutor: Tia Blassingame 
Maine Media Workshops + College, Rockport, USA
31st May - 28th July 2023 

Guided by Tia Blassingame this hybrid online/on-campus 
workshop helps students explore research and book arts 
strategies for presenting complex concepts and challenging 
subject matter in intimate and engaging ways.
Levels: Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced. Workshop Fee: 
$1595. Class Size: 8. 
 
Note: This is a hybrid workshop and starts online via Zoom 
on May 31 from 2-4 pm. Then various group and individual 
meetings as arranged and culminates on-campus at Maine 
Media July 24-28, 2023.

Maine Media Workshops + College, 70 Camden St, 
Rockport, ME 04856, USA.Register at:
https://www.mainemedia.edu/workshops/item/turning-
research-into-artists-books/

Summer Workshops at Halden Bookworks
Tistedal, Norway

Partitioned Box, Hinged Lid | Taught by Radha Pandey
20 & 21 May 2023
Using pre-cut board, participants will learn how to assemble 
and cover a box with a partition and a hinged lid.

Japanese and Nepalese Papermaking  | Taught by Johan 
Solberg, 17 & 18 June 2023
In this workshop, participants will learn how to make 
paper in 2 different ways and also learn about the history of 
papermaking.

Intro to Artists’ Books with Letterpress & Photopoylmer | 
Taught by Jessica Williams, 24 & 25 June 2023
This course will focus on artists’ books made in the spirit 
of fanzines, pamphlets and chapbooks: formats with long 
histories and DIY ethics that have long disseminated 
independent, exciting and sometimes radical ideas.

https://www.mainemedia.edu/workshops/item/turning-research-into-artists-books/
https://www.mainemedia.edu/workshops/item/turning-research-into-artists-books/
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The Printing Press as a Poetic Machine | Taught by Ane 
Thon Knutsen & Ellmer Stefan, 12 & 13 August 2023
In this workshop participants will learn how create posters 
using wood type, handmade letters and “objets trouvés”. 
The workshop will begin with an introductory lecture, and 
potentially end with a group guerilla exhibition.

To Make a Book | Taught by Guri Dahl & Rune Døli
9 & 10 September 2023
Creating a book is often the result of a process. 
A lifelong artistic career to be presented in book form, 
or just a specific project. During the workshop, Guri 
and Rune’s process will be explained, from idea, through 
the process of organising the content, choice of format, 
materials and in the end print.  Participants can take their 
book ideas further during the workshop.

https://www.haldenbookworks.no/workshops

Halden Bookworks AS, Fosseveien 14, 1792 Tistedal, 
Norway. https://www.haldenbookworks.no

California Rare Book School, USA

Accepting Applications for CalRBS 2023 season: This 
season, we are offering in-person courses in Washington 
DC, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and online!

We are pleased to announce that we are accepting 
applications for California Rare Book School’s summer 2023 
courses, including the second year of CalRBS International 
in Italy, and inaugural Radical Librarianship Institute. 

We are also excited to announce that our courses will be 
offered for the first time at the Smithsonian in Washington 
D.C, in addition to San Francisco, Los Angeles and online. 

Our listings of more than 25 in-person and online courses 
can be found at: 
https://www.calrbs.org/courses/upcoming-courses/ 

Click on the course titles to view detailed descriptions, 
faculty biographies, along with the schedule, format, 
location, fee for each offering, and a yellow application 
button. Applications are received and reviewed through the 
submittable platform. For first time users, you need to create 
a free submittable account. 

Deadline for course applications is Monday 1st May 2023. 
Applications received after that date will be reviewed on a 
rolling basis until all available seats are filled, capped at 
12 participants for in-person courses and at 20, for 
online courses.

A limited number of scholarship awards are available to 
librarians, archivists, scholars, booksellers, collectors, 
graduate students, and others. All course applicants are 
eligible to apply. The deadline for scholarship applicants 
for the 2023 year is 1st May for priority consideration, with 
rolling applications open until all scholarships are awarded. 
For more details about Scholarships, please visit our website 
at https://www.calrbs.org/scholarships/

California Rare Book School, UCLA Department of 
Information Studies, 232 GSE&IS Building, Box 951520, 
Los Angeles, CA 90095-1520, USA. https://www.calrbs.org

Bookbinding & Book Arts Classes at North Bennet Street 
School, Boston, USA
Learn the age-old skill of bookbinding using a variety 
of structures and materials. If you’re new to the craft, 
our Bookbinding 101 course will provide you with the 
fundamental knowledge and mechanical skills you’ll need 
to get started. We also have courses for people that are 
familiar with the craft and want to fine-tune their skills, like 
Medieval Long and Link Stitch Bindings, Leather Tooling, 
and Conservation of Leather Bindings.

North Bennet Street School
150 North Street, Boston, MA 02109, USA.
https://nbss.edu/continuing-education/bookbinding/

Book & Box Making with Sylvia Waltering
Hot Bed Press, Salford, UK
Saturday 17th & Sunday 18th June 2023
10.30am – 4.30pm each day
Over the two-day weekend workshop, you will learn how 
to make an A5 hardback book and a matching fold out 
portfolio box. On day one we will make a traditional hard-
back, cloth bound book, complete with headbands, and 
bookmark ribbon.  Once completed, we will go on to make a 
fold-out portfolio box that will be large enough to fit around 
your book and closes using hidden magnetic fasteners. 
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All materials are provided, and you can choose from a wide 
range of bookcloth colours and beautiful decorative lining 
papers for the inside of the box. The course is ideal for 
those who already have some experience of making books 
but is also suitable for anyone who has no previous book 
binding experience. 

Maximum 8 people. £145 (*£125) 

The quickest way to book is to call us at the workshop on 
0161 743 3111 and we can take payment over the phone 
and confirm your place on the course, or email 
info@hotbedpress.org include the course name you would 
like to book onto, please include your telephone number, 
and we’ll aim to contact you to take payment and process 
your booking. 

Hot Bed Press Printmakers’ Studio
The Casket Works, Cow Lane, Salford, M5 4NB, UK.
https://www.hotbedpress.org

OPPORTUNITIES

Opportunities at Women’s Studio Workshop, USA:

Women’s Studio Workshop has an artist-centered 
philosophy and a deep commitment to the individual’s 
creative process. We support this vision through providing 
time and space in the form of grants, residencies, and 
internships where artists can come to work with 24-hour 
access to our studios.

Studio Residency in Malmö, Sweden 
This four-week residency in Malmö, Sweden is an 
unprecedented opportunity for artists working in print 
media and sculpture. 

WSW has initiated a studio residency exchange with two 
not-for-profit collaborative workspaces: KKV Grafik Studio 
and Sculpture Workshop Monumental. Artists can choose 
to work in one or both studios, depending on their projects. 
Orientation to each studio is provided, however selected 
artists must be able to work independently and be familiar 
with the printmaking and/or sculpture processes they’ll be 
utilising. Additional charges may apply if the selected artist 
needs professional assistance.

Applications due: 15th March 2023, 11:59pm EST
Length of residency: 4 weeks

More information and application link at: 
https://wsworkshop.org/residencies/studio-residency-in-
malmo-sweden/

Studio Internship
Each term, WSW hosts a team of studio interns who work 
directly with the Studio Manager and Artistic Director. 

https://wsworkshop.org/residencies/studio-residency-in-malmo-sweden
https://wsworkshop.org/residencies/studio-residency-in-malmo-sweden
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You’ll work on projects that may include printmaking, 
letterpress, papermaking, and book arts, in addition 
to assisting with the ongoing operations of the facility. 
Studio interns are crucial participants in WSW’s creative 
community. You’ll be asked to work hard and in return will 
be encouraged, supported, and challenged in your artistic 
lives.

Are you interested in having access to WSW’s studio 
facilities, and do you excel at detail management, writing, 
and public relations? You might want to apply for our 
Nonprofit Management Internship! 

All internships include a private room in WSW’s on-campus 
Anne Atwood House and a stipend of $600/month. Interns 
work 40 hours/week, generally Monday - Friday, 9-5, but 
the schedule may change to accommodate the Workshop’s 
programming. Interns have access to the studios for their 
own work outside of regular working hours and with respect 
to studio programming. The internship session culminates 
in a group exhibition of work created during the term.

Applications due: 31st March 2023, 11:59pm EST
Notification date: June
Internship occurs: September – March

More information and application link at: 
https://wsworkshop.org/residencies/studio-internship/

Nonprofit Management Internship
You’ll work under the leadership of WSW’s Operations 
staff and gain experience by working alongside the 
administrative team of an established nonprofit arts 
organization. You will, among other things, undertake 
projects relating to public relations, fundraising, event 
planning, and arts administration.

All internships include a private room in WSW’s on-campus 
Anne Atwood House and a stipend of $600/month. Interns 
work 40 hours/week, generally Monday through Friday, 
9:00-5:00, but the schedule may change to accommodate the 
Workshop’s programming. Interns have access to the studios 
for their own work outside of regular working hours and 
with respect to studio programming. 
The internship session culminates in a group exhibition of 
work created during the term.

Applications due: 31st March 2023, 11:59pm EST
Notification date: June
Internship occurs: September – March

More information and application link at: 
https://wsworkshop.org/residencies/arts-administration-
internship/

Studio Workspace Residency
The Studio Workspace Residency is an opportunity for 
artists to create new work and fully immerse themselves 
in WSW’s supportive environment. We invite applications 
from artists at any stage of their careers. This residency gives 
artists the gift of time, an uninterrupted period to live and 
work away from the stresses of daily life. 

Artists may choose to work in any one or more of our 
studios: intaglio, letterpress, papermaking, screenprinting, 
darkroom photography, or ceramics.

Applications due: 15th May 2023, 11:59pm EST
Length of residency: 4-6 weeks
Notification Date: July
More information and application link at: 
https://wsworkshop.org/residencies/studio-workspace-
residency/

Art-in-Ed Workspace Residency 
Artists get the opportunity to work with local students 
while continuing to further their own practice in WSW's 
supportive environment.

The Art-in-Education program is a model for arts education 
and operates in conjunction with the Kingston City School 
District. AIE provides a high quality arts experience by 
bringing students to WSW’s professional artists’ workspace 
and giving them concentrated time to learn. Our staff and 
AIE program manager work with the school’s teachers and 
the resident artists to develop and execute a curriculum 
related to the students’ in-school work.

Applications due: 15th May 2023, 11:59pm EST
Length of residency: 4-5 weeks
Residency occurs: Fall 2023 or Spring 2024
Notification Date: July

More information and application link at: 
https://wsworkshop.org/residencies/art-in-ed-workspace-
residency/

AMBruno 2023 Rhythm
Proposals are invited for AMBruno’s 2023 book project.
A selection will be made from proposals for new book 
works conceived in response to the subject theme of Rhythm 
in terms of one of these instances:

i A pattern of movement or sound 

ii The measured flow of spoken and written language

iii A regularly recurring sequence of events or processes 
time

Your proposal should consist of an outline of up to 200 
words describing the book’s material structure and content, 
and how your concept engages with the theme. Images may 

https://wsworkshop.org/residencies/arts-administration-internship/
https://wsworkshop.org/residencies/arts-administration-internship/
https://wsworkshop.org/residencies/studio-workspace-residency/
https://wsworkshop.org/residencies/studio-workspace-residency/
https://wsworkshop.org/residencies/art-in-ed-workspace-residency/
https://wsworkshop.org/residencies/art-in-ed-workspace-residency/
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be included. The structure (materials, sequence, format and 
construction) of the book should be integral to the idea, and 
contribute to the meaning of the work. 

The intended book must be a new work, originated and 
made for this project and be produced with at least 12 
copies, and should be available for sale. 

The books will be shown at book fairs and exhibitions 
throughout the year starting in Autumn 2023. There is no 
participation fee, and the organisers do not take commission 
on sales. A printed and online catalogue will be produced.

The artists’ alliance AMBruno (www.ambruno.co.uk) has, 
since 2008, facilitated the development and dissemination 
of the book as primary medium in art practice. A distinctive 
feature of this initiative is that works are produced to a given 
topic for each new annual project. Gathered, the books enter 
a conversation following the thread of the originating topic, 
as manifold readings and connections are made between the 
diversity of forms and interpretations. 

The deadline for proposals is 10th March 2023, these 
should be sent to: ambrunoprojects@gmail.com

Notice of whether your proposal is accepted or not will be 
given by the end March. Books are to be completed by 29th 
September 2023.

‘Crafted’ 2023 exhibition UK- Call out for exhibitors
Knowsley Culture Development & Events Service
 
WHO: Visual Artists, craft persons, designers and makers.
WHAT: We are looking for a range of contemporary 
makers and designers for inclusion in ‘Crafted’, our biennial 
contemporary craft / design exhibition taking place in 
Autumn 2023.

The exhibition will showcase a diverse range of 
contemporary craft, design, sculpture and fine art.  We will 
be looking for approximately 20 artist / makers to exhibit.  
We will be prioritising artist / makers from the North West 
in the first instance but will consider artists from across 
the UK.

As with all of our Crafted shows, each exhibition is 
influenced by a different creative partner, co-curating a 
significant core display. 

For 2023, we are delighted to announce that Liverpool 
Book Art are taking on this role, 
offering this Crafted exhibition an 
opportunity to explore and celebrate 
the breadth of the creative practice 
of book art. Liverpool Book Art is an 
experienced organiser of exhibitions 
and fairs, supporting the creators of 
hand-made books, which include a 
whole host of interesting, intriguing 

and imaginative pieces of work: unique hand-made books, 
stories & illustrations, distinctive notebooks, prints, book 
sculptures, bindings, and more!

We would welcome any exhibiting artists who would also 
like to run workshops throughout the exhibition duration.  
If you are interested, please briefly describe the nature of the 
workshop/s you would be able to deliver, along with details 
of any Public Liability Insurance and DBS status. 

As well as hosting a private view on Thursday 26th October, 
we are exploring the prospect of hosting a fair over the 
opening week, which coincides with the October half term 
break in Knowsley. As part of your application to exhibit, 
please indicate if you would be interested in being involved 
in some of the activities during the first week

Kirkby Gallery: 30th October – 23rd December 2023
Please note, exhibiting artists will be required to deliver 
and collect unsold work at the end of exhibition from 
the Gallery (there is no financial assistance for this). The 
commission rate for Kirkby Gallery on sales is 25%. 

We would expect all exhibiting artists to present artwork 
covering a wide price range, from ‘signature’ pieces through 
to more affordable pieces, to encourage sales. With this in 
mind, we would ask to be provided with a small back stock 
of work (if applicable) to be able to sell work and refresh 
displays throughout the course of the exhibition.

WHERE: Kirkby Gallery
First Floor of The Kirkby Centre, Norwich Way, Kirkby, 
Knowsley L32 8XY, UK.
https://www.facebook.com/knowsleygalleriesandmuseum/ 
Twitter & Instagram: @galleriesmuseum

HOW TO APPLY: Send up to 5 jpegs of the works to be 
exhibited (and weblink if available), an artist's statement, 
CV, full contact details (inc. email and postal address) and 
price list. 
Deadline for responses: Friday 24th March, 4pm
CONTACT: Tina.ball@knowsley.gov.uk

Inscription: 
the Journal of Material Text – Theory, Practice, History
Call for submissions: Issue 4 on ‘Touch’ (2023)
Inscription: the Journal of Material Text – Theory, Practice, 
History brings together the critical, historical, theoretical 
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and creative, and features work by practitioners – book 
artists, printmakers and writers – alongside academic 
discussion. Its focus is not just on the meanings and uses 
of the codex book, but also the nature of writing surfaces, 
the process of mark marking and printing. Each edition 
is a formally innovative multi-media artefact, featuring a 
guest artist-in-residence, poet-in-residence and writer-in-
residence. Launched in 2020, the journal has so far had 
editions on ‘beginnings’, ‘holes’, and ‘folds’.

Our theme for issue 4 is ‘touch’. We often talk of being 
‘touched’ by a book, but what about the other way around? 
Reading involves touch in a physical sense: it’s an act that 
requires the hands as much as the eyes, to handle and 
open the book, to turn its pages, to crease and dog-ear to 
mark our place. These are actions we don’t usually notice, 
and which only occasionally leave a trace. The accidental 
inky fingerprint in an early modern margin is a sudden 
connection across time, and a reminder of the many hands 
that such a book has passed through. 

But there are forms of reading that specifically involve 
touch, including braille texts for sight-impaired readers, and 
also a whole tradition of books with moving parts. Johann 
Remmelin’s Catoptrum Microcosmicum (first published in 
1619) involves readers lifting flaps to reveal the anatomical 
structure of a body. Dean and Son’s The Royal Punch and 
Judy (1859) utilises pull-tabs to make its puppet figures 
spring into action on the page. Marcel Duchamp’s Prière 
de toucher (Please Touch, 1947), meanwhile, has a 3-D 
breast on the cover, making readers think twice about 
their motives for fondling the book. How do books either 
invite or repel our touch, and what are the various modes 
of manual interaction they involve? What sensual, tactile 
pleasures does reading bring, and what kinds of touching 
are permitted, or out of bounds? What are the ethics of 
handling texts, especially in the context of the library, 
where rare and fragile material can be at risk? And what has 
happened to touch in a world of digital texts?
We invite contributions that consider touch in relation to 
material texts from any angle and from any period. Topics 
might include (but are not limited to)

• Books as erotic objects; the eroticism of book-handling
• Books carrying traces of touch – marks, stains, tears, 

inked finger-prints
• Damage and conservation
• Braille and reading by touch
• Theories of the haptic in relation to reading
• Touch and the digital text
• Reading as a sensual experience; the feel of books: 
bindings, paper
• Reading as manual activity or play in the context of 
moveable and toy books
• Protocols of book handling; the taboo of touching too 
much
• The shifting role of touch across manuscript, print, and 
digital media

Submissions should be between 5-8,000 words, and can 
take the form of scholarly articles as well as creative-
critical pieces or more unorthodox works. The deadline 
for completed articles is 1st May 2023, for publication in 
Autumn 2023. 
Expressions of interest or short proposals are welcome at 
any point prior to this. Authors are welcome to include 
images with their text but images selected must be high 
resolution (.jpg or .tiff) and copyright permissions must be 
obtained by the author prior to the submission deadline. 
All contributions will be double blind peer reviewed, and 
material will be available for Open Access.

Contributions or expressions of interest should be emailed 
to the editors at: Inscriptionthejournal@gmail.com 
Follow Inscription @inscription_jnl 
https://inscriptionjournal.com/call-for-submissions-2023/

Call for Expressions of Interest: Clevedon Literary 
Festival, UK, ‘More than Words’ takes place again in 2023 
over the weekend of 9th/11th June.  

An important part of the Festival is ‘A Celebration of the 
Book’, in 2022 described as: inspirational - convivial – 
stimulating – the stand-out of Clevedon’s Lit Fest!

We are now inviting expressions of interest to take part in 
this Celebration on Saturday 10 June 2023- book artists, 
bookbinders, book artists, book illustrators, calligraphers, 
papermakers, small independent publishers, printers, 
antiquarian book sellers etc … 

A centre in Clevedon will be devoted to this Celebration, 
comprising a big hall/exhibition space for stalls, a smaller 
room for talks, workshops & demonstration, a café/bar. 

Prière de toucher (Please Touch), 1947, Marcel Duchamp. 
Photo: Inscription journal.
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Stalls may be for display only and/or for sales. A small fee 
of £10 will be charged for selling stall-holders, otherwise 
participating with us in the Celebration is free. 

We invite you to respond with an expression of interest 
indicating the contribution you would like to make to 
the Celebration. We will get back in touch with all those 
expressing interest and will then discuss and agree your 
contribution with you. This will be followed up with a 
formal contract from the Clevedon Literary Festival CIC.  

Please send expressions of interest to the Festival Company 
(contact details below).

Clevedon Literary Festival CIC
mobile: 07718894141
landline: 01275 219171
email: clevedonfestival@gmail.com
https://www.clevedonliteraryfestival.uk 

Bainbridge Island Museum of Art BRAVA Awards

In celebration of the tenth anniversary of the opening of 
Bainbridge Island Museum of Art (BIMA), the museum is 
undertaking a new and significant biennial artistic award 
program. Titled the BRAVA Awards (BIMA Recognizes 
Achievement in the Visual Arts), the Awards will recognise 
four individual contemporary artists, craftspeople or makers 
whose work demonstrates artistic merit and excellence, 
technical mastery, contribution to the arts landscape and 
professional accomplishment in each of four categories.
The award was inspired by the values and vision of museum 
founder Cynthia Sears, who has been a passionate advocate 
for a world that supports, respects and honours artists, 
craftspeople and creative makers. The awards are designed 
to make a direct and significant difference to the lives of 
contemporary working artists and craftspeople, as well 
as a lasting impact on the arts landscape of our region 
and beyond.

Each artist selected in one of four categories will receive 
an unrestricted award of $15,000, and recognition of 

their achievement through a short video, promotion and 
live award programme. Each BRAVA awardee is selected 
through a unique competitive process from one of four 
independent Jury Committees, composed of working artists, 
educators, and art sector leaders and thinkers. The BRAVAs 
will be awarded every two years through a dedicated Award 
reserve, seeded by a restricted gift to the museum and 
maintained by BIMA.

Artists’ Books - Artists Award
Open to artists who live and work in the United States.
This award supports the work of contemporary visual artists 
and craftspeople working in the genre of Artists’ Books. 
Works that utilise the concept of the book in some fashion, 
in works that often reveal themselves to the user over time 
and through interpretation, manipulation or storytelling. 
Artists’ books can include small edition works or one-
of-a-kind objects. The BRAVA Award for Artists’ Books 
Artist is open to artists working in media including but not 
limited to fibre/textile, painting, sculpture, printmaking, 
photography, installation, ceramics, and mixed-media or 
collaborative projects. 

Online submissions will be accepted via CaFÉ 1st March 
until 1st May 2023. Artists may submit up to 12 images, and 
one (1) video, with a maximum of 12 works total. Applicants 
will be notified of the selected award winners by August 1, 
2023. Awards will be presented in person at a special awards 
event on Saturday, September 23, 2023. 
There is an administrative fee of $25 to submit an 
application for consideration to the BRAVA Awards. Any 
artist for whom a $25 entry fee constitutes a financial 
hardship will not be required to submit a fee, and that 
information will not be known to the jury.

Full information on the application process can be found at:
https://www.biartmuseum.org/brava-awards-process/

Bainbridge Island Museum of Art inspires curiosity, 
wonder, and understanding by connecting people with the 
contemporary art and craft of the Puget Sound region. The 
art museum exhibits, interprets, preserves, collects, and 
promotes works of proven cultural value as well as new 
works by emerging artists and craftspeople. 
 
The art museum is open daily 10am-5pm. Free admission. 
BIMA is located in beautiful downtown Bainbridge Island, 
at the corner of Hwy 305 and Winslow Way, just steps away 
from the ferry terminal, and with easy access via public 
transportation or by car from the Kitsap Peninsula.

Call for applications: 2023 LA Art Book Fair, USA
Printed Matter is thrilled to announce the 2023 LA Art 
Book Fair! The seventh edition of LAABF will take place 
August 10–13, 2023, at The Geffen Contemporary at 
MOCA in the Little Tokyo neighbourhood of downtown 
Los Angeles. 

Following the momentous return of the 2022 NY Art Book 
Fair this past Fall, we are excited to reunite once again 
around artists’ books on the West Coast—the first time back 
since LAABF 2019. Initiated in 2013, the LA Art Book Fair 
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is a celebration and international gathering for artists’ book 
publishers to distribute their work, connect with broad 
audiences, and nurture new and longstanding relationships. 
LAABF 2023 will feature a broad range of artists and 
collectives, small presses, institutions, galleries, antiquarian 
booksellers, and distributors. The Fair will also present a 
full calendar of book launches, discussions, performances, 
and special projects that highlight interdisciplinary artists’ 
publishing practices. 

Exhibitor applications are now open until Monday 13th 
March, 11:59pm EST at:
https://printedmatterinc.submittable.com/submit

Applicants are encouraged to emphasise new work and/
or inventory and share generous responses about their 
interest in participating, including proposals for programs 
and public engagement. In reviewing applications, we 
will consider a variety of factors in order to expand 
representation, with a focus on identity, geography, scale 
of publishing operations, and the welcoming of first-time 
exhibitors. LAABF 2023 will prioritise applications from 
the West Coast, Latin America, and Asia-Pacific, as well as 
applicants who didn’t participate in NYABF 2022.

This year’s Fair resumes the Shannon Michael Cane Award 
for four first-time exhibitors in the early stages of their 
publishing practice, as well as the Volume Grant, which 
supports the participation of four BIPOC artists and 
publishers. 

To learn more about participating in the LA Art Book 
Fair - including table fees, qualifications, and funding 
opportunities - please see the Fair application or visit the 
FAQ: https://printedmatterartbookfairs.org/faq

Fair artwork by Kathleen and Christopher Sleboda.

Call for entries: Dreams - 
An International Juried Exhibition of Book Art 
Dreams is Presented by 23 Sandy and the Collins Memorial 
Library, University of Puget Sound

On view 20th August  - 17th November 2023
at the Collins Memorial Library, Tacoma, Washington

Dreams allow us to experience worlds beyond borders, 
barriers, and binaries. They are narratives that grow out of 
our waking experiences into the fantastical, unexpected, 
and strange. Sometimes vivid, other times elusive, dreams 
can immerse us in hope and beauty. Their meaning and 
mechanics are a mystery. In dreams, we can encounter the 
impossible. This call for entries invites artists to submit book 
and paper art about the cognitive, sensory, and emotional 
nature of dreams, your personal dreams, or dreams you 
hold for others.

MEDIA - This exhibition is open to handmade book and 
paper arts and related works created as either an edition or 
one-of-a-kind. Artist books, sculptural books, book objects, 
altered books, zines, and broadsides are all encouraged.

JURORS - Dreams will be juried by Jane Carlin, Library 
Director at the Collins Memorial Library, University of 
Puget Sound, Sha Towers, Librarian and Associate Dean for 
Research & Engagement at the Baylor University Libraries, 
and Erin Mickelson, owner and director of 23 Sandy.
Entry Fee: $25

AWARDS
23 Sandy will fund $500 for a Purchase Prize Award plus 
will present three Best of Show Awards. The $500 purchase 
prize is a $250 credit issued to the Collins Memorial Library 
and a $250 credit issued to Baylor University Libraries to be 
used to purchase works from the show with full proceeds to 
the artist(s). Winners are selected by the close of the show.

Deadline For Submissions: 9th June 2023 at 11:59pm MDT
View the full prospectus and submit via the links at:
https://23sandy.com/pages/dreams
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Free equipment - London, UK:

A rounding and backing machine from LCC’s Book Arts 
Workshop that is not being used anymore, needs a new 
home. We are giving it away free, but we want to pass it on 
to someone it will be useful to.

Please contact Tilly de Verteuil if interested, transport and 
moving need to be arranged by the collector.

Tilly de Verteuil, Book Arts Assistant Technician 
(Tuesday – Friday) London College of Communication
University of the Arts London, Elephant and Castle
London SE1 6SB, UK. Tel: 0207 514 6523
Email: t.deverteuil@lcc.arts.ac.uk

MISS READ: We are excited to announce the dates for 
this year’s Berlin Art Book Fair and Festival - On 22-24 
September 2023, we will be returning with the fair to HKW.

As we continue our shared exploration into Decolonising 
Art Book Fairs, we are committed to nurturing spaces and 
communities that take into consideration the richness 
and breadth of publishing from around the world. In this 
context, this year's Miss Read will have a special focus on 
publishing practices from the East(s).

The Conceptual Poetics Day is scheduled to be held on 
23 September 2023 and will explore the imaginary border 
between art and literature.

Applications are now open at: https://apply.missread.com

Call for Submissions: Artist’s Book Reviews:
Artist’s Book Reviews publishes monthly long-form reviews 
of artists’ books and books about artists’ books. The reviews 
are also shared via email newsletter, and an abbreviated 
version is published on Instagram @abreviews

To read our previous reviews, visit:
https://artistsbookreviews.com/

We are always seeking submissions on a rolling basis.
Submission guidelines can be found at
https://artistsbookreviews.com/submissions/

To submit your book for review, send a copy to:
PO Box 260303, Madison, WI 53726, USA

Enquiries can be emailed to Levi Sherman at:
artistsbookreviews@gmail.com 

Marches Book Arts Group (UK) will restart face to face 
meetings on Thursday 16th March 2023, and on the third 
Thursday of each month thereafter, at the Aston-on-Clun 
Village Hall, SY7 8EH, to share ideas, techniques and 
information. All are welcome! 

Our members come from the English/Welsh border region 
(the Marches), as well as a wider membership online via 
Zoom, and have a range of experience and skills. We strive 
to expand awareness of book arts and we are open to 
collaboration with other artists and groups. 
Find out more and get in touch at 
https://www.marchesbookartsgroup.co.uk

Northwich Book Arts is a book arts group, meeting in the 
market town of Northwich, Cheshire, UK. 
The first meeting was hosted in Northwich Library and 
we are currently finalising a more permanent home, we 
meet in person monthly and welcome new members from 
across Cheshire and the North West. The group has a small 
membership fee to cover room hire etc - details on request. 
We also have a Facebook page and a newsletter for updates 
and group info.

The group has a broad range of interests and includes book 
artists, photographers, print makers, fine arts, crafters, 
mixed media artists and so forth, we welcome diversity 
and are still at an early stage of planning projects for the 
coming year. Please contact Lynne Connolly if you are in 
the wider region and want to be added to the Newsletter: 
info@lynneconnolly.co.uk or join our FB group for updates 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/433980275247267 

NORTH WEST BOOK ARTISTS - LIVERPOOL, UK 
We meet in Liverpool, from 10.30 to 12.30 on the first 
Saturday of the month, in the Quaker Meeting House (next 
to the Bluecoat Arts Centre and handy for Lime Street 
Station). 

We are a co-operative group of artists who have a particular 
interest in book art.  Members come from various 
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Call for submissions: WIPE - Light-Weight Bookwork
Please send 40 sheets of printed toilet tissue. 
Open theme and technique, rubber-stamps, etc. 
No organic materials or traces please. 
Ongoing project, no deadline. Edition made every 20 
participants. Copy of edition sent to all taking part, send 
your name and address with submissions. 

Max size: 14 x 11 cm. See some examples here: 
https://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com

Send to: WIPE, Field Study, P.O. Box 1838 Geelong, 
VIC 3220 Australia.

Call for submissions for: ReSite - Manual of Scores, 
Manifestos and Radical Actions
ReSite is an assembling publication where pages have an 
element of audience participation or interaction. 
ReSite is part of the tradition of Fluxus editions where 
anyone can perform a Fluxus action or score. In addition 
to this performance-based approach, ReSite taps into the 
rich tradition of the avant-garde with contributions of 
manifestos and documentation of art actions. 

ReSite encourages participation by writers and musicians to 
produce visual scores and manifestos as well as continuing 
the call for contributions by conceptual artists. 
See some examples here: https://daviddellafiora.blogspot.
com/2022/06/resite-manual-of-scores-manifestos.html
Send 40 copies size 21 x 14.8 cm (A5). Please leave 2cm on 
the left-hand side for binding. Works can be double-sided 
and can be more than one page. Copies should be flat and 
landscape format. Pages will be wire-bound. ReSite is an 
ongoing project. Each issue holds 20 contributions. 

disciplines, including printmaking, textiles, calligraphy and 
paper art and we are a mix of experienced book artists and 
those who are new to it.

Meetings include making sessions, talks and practical work, 
and an enthusiastic sharing of ideas and experience.

New members and visitors are always welcome to join us. 
We have no annual membership fee but pay a monthly 
meeting fee of £5 to cover room hire.

If you’re interested just come along or get in touch with us 
through Email: nwbookmaker@gmail.com
Instagram: northwestbookartists
Website: https://northwestbookartists.weebly.com

Call for entries - Field Study
Field Study began in 1993 as a way of reclaiming the 
negative spaces between art and life. Activities stemming 
from Field Study are emanations and group emanations 
are manifestations. Field Study sees each work as a 
manifestation of a collective spirit. Everyone is welcome to 
become a member of Field Study, irrespective of their arts 
practice, and contribute to the Field Report, WIPE, ReSite, 
and, in collaboration with Karingal, KART.
http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com

Call for submissions: KART - magazine of multiplicity
KART is an edition of original artworks in a handcrafted 
folio box. KART is produced in limited editions of 40, 
each box containing 15 artworks. 

Artists, writers, graphic designers, students, printmakers, 
photographers, badge and zine makers, mail artists and 
members of the community are invited to contribute 
to KART. See some examples here: 
https://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com

KART accepts all mediums on any theme but no poor 
quality photocopies please. Artists contributing 40 artworks 
will be sent a copy of KART, send your name and address 
with submissions. To participate, send:
• 40 x artworks (originals or multiples)
• postcard size or smaller (16 x 11 cm x .25 cm)
To: KART, David Dellafiora, P.O. Box 1838 Geelong VIC 
3220, Australia.

https://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com/2022/07/wipe-139-is-out-in-world.html
https://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com/2022/06/resite-manual-of-scores-manifestos.html
https://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com/2022/06/resite-manual-of-scores-manifestos.html
https://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com/2022/07/kart-120-is-out-in-world.html
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Copy sent to all, include your name and postal address with 
submissions. Please send to: Field Study, P.O. Box 1838 
Geelong, VIC 3220 Australia.

DB UK Bookbinding Competition 
The DB UK Bookbinding Competition was established in 
1955 “to encourage students, craftsmen and apprentices of 
bookbinding to produce originally designed and well bound 
books and to give them the opportunity to exhibit their 
technical and artistic skills” but we really want to encourage 
anyone who loves making books to enter. 

The only criteria to entry are that you are resident in the 
UK when the book was bound and that you are not a 
Fellow of Designer Bookbinders. 

All entrants must bind the Set Book and may also enter 
up to three Open Choice books. The form of the book 
can be quite loose – design bindings, cloth bindings, 
paper bindings, artists’ books and book objects are all 
admissible. We recognise that, with so many bookbinding 
courses closing, it is harder to study bookbinding at a more 
advanced level and so we have expanded the prizes to 
include paper, non-leather, artistic innovation, student and 
newcomer, as well as prizes for the more traditional fine 
binding techniques. It is of paramount importance, though, 
that we still recognise and reward the highest standards of 
craftsmanship alongside good design, handling of materials 
and sympathetic interpretation of the text.

We do our utmost to keep the entry fee as low as possible 
to encourage all. Not only is this an exciting opportunity 
to exhibit in a central London venue, but there is also 
the possibility to get valuable feedback from Designer 
Bookbinders Fellows, the chance to win many glittering 
prizes, including the coveted Mansfield medal, and a step 
onto or along a fulfilling career path in bookbinding. 
Many fine bookbinders have been discovered as a result 
of winning prizes at the Competition and have gone on to 
apply for Licentiateship and Fellowship within the society.

The competition is sponsored by The Folio Society and 
we are exceptionally grateful to them and all the prize 

sponsors for their continuing support. We are now delighted 
to announce the newly updated list of prizes and their 
sponsors and to welcome Neale M. Albert, Chelsea Bindery 
and Ludlow Bookbinders for the first time.

The Folio Society 1st and 2nd Prize Set Book - £500 and £250 
The Clothworkers 1st and 2nd Prize Open Choice - £500 and 
£250 
Bernard Middleton Prize for Finishing - £250 + gold tooling 
session with Flora Ginn
J. Hewit & Sons Prize for Interesting Use of Leather - £250 
voucher
Harmatan & Oakridge Prize for Sympathetic Handling of 
Leather - £250 voucher
Chelsea Bindery Forwarding Prize- £250 
Ludlow Bookbinders Prize for the Complete Book - £250
Neale M. Albert Prize for a Miniature Book - £250
Lisa Von Clemm Prize for Best Newcomer - £250 
John Purcell Paper Prize - £200 voucher 
Ratchfords Non Leather Prize – £200 voucher
The Circles of Art Prize for Artistic Innovation - £250 
Elizabeth Greenhill Prize for Gold Tooling - £100 
Shepherd’s Prize for Book Arts - £200 voucher 
Ash Rare Lettering Prize- £200 
Maggs Bros Judge’s Award - £150 
ABA Highly Commended Certificates – 4 x £100 

The set book for 2023 is Love Poems edited by Imtiaz 
Dharker. Illustrations by Mikki Lee. Published by The 
Folio Society. 264 pages. 8 integrated colour illustrations. 
246 x 170 mm trimmed page size, 25mm spine width.

The Folio Society edition of Love Poems, illustration 
©Mikki Lee 2022

Illustration © Mikki Lee 2022 from The Folio Society edition 
of Love Poems.



Romantic, passionate, unrequited, lost and embittered: 
odes to the infinite expressions of love are collected in 
Love Poems; a unique Folio Society edition collated by the 
‘world poet laureate’ Imtiaz Dharker. For this exclusive 
new Folio Society anthology of more than 150 poems, 
Dharker researched and collected the work of ancient and 
contemporary voices from around the world, both widely 
and lesser known.

Traversing culture, language and time, Love Poems is a 
wonderfully eclectic selection of emotive human responses 
to love through the medium of poetry, from Rumi, 
Shakespeare and Christina Rosetti to Philip Larkin, Michael 
Ondaatje and Carol Ann Duffy. Dharker has skilfully woven 
a narrative through her selection, with poems loosely 
grouped around themes rather than arranged according to 
geography or timeline. The ebb and flow of style, length, era 
and language is refreshing and fluid, as love is portrayed in 
myriad ways.

Korean-American illustrator and designer Mikki Lee 
celebrates the cultural diversity of the collection through 
a series of highly stylised and dreamlike artworks. From 
tempestuous and passionate to subtle and pensive, the wide-
ranging voices and experiences in Love Poems will resonate 
with readers of all ages.

The cost of registering is £25 for DB members, £30 for non 
members. The cost for each entry in the Open Choice is 
£15. The set book will then be mailed out to the address 
provided. All entrants must bind the set book. Entry forms 
will be emailed to all entrants nearer the hand in deadline. 

Open for registration 
In order to register for the competition and to obtain a set 
of unbound sheets now for the set book please click on the 
Payment and Registration button at:
https://designerbookbinders.org.uk/db-uk-bookbinding-
competition/ 

Entry forms emailed – beginning October 2023
Hand in deadline – Saturday 15th October 2023
Judging – Wednesday 19th October 2023
Prize Giving – Thursday 24th November 2023
Exhibition – 24th November – 10th December 2023

Please note these dates are currently for guidance only and 
may be subject to change. 
https://designerbookbinders.org.uk

ARTIST’S BOOK FAIRS & EVENTS 

PAGES: Reset 
Contemporary Artists’ Book Fair
Parkinson Court, University of Leeds, UK
17th & 18th March 2023

RESET: ARTISTS’ BOOK FAIR PARTICPANTS 
ABPress - AMBruno - Anna Shilonosova - Art and Design 
& Graphic Design and Communication, University of Leeds
Art Byte Critique - BA(Hons) Visual Communication, 
Leeds Arts University - Best Books by Bernard & Anwyl -
Café Royal Books - Chloe Cooper - Coin-Operated 
Press - David Armes - David Barton - David Faithfull - 
Essence Press - Fine Art Leeds - Gemma Lacey - Gnobilis 
Press - Gordian Projects - Guy Bigland - Helen Douglas / 
Weproductions - HG Makes - intergraphia - Jackie Chettur 
- Joan Ainley - Joan Newall Artist Book Maker - John 
McDowall - Leslie Gerry Editions - Longbarrow Press - 
MakingSpace - Morley House - Mr Smith - New Arcadian 
Press - Noelle Griffiths & Andrew Morrison - Pat Hodson
 - Rochelle Asquith,  Rock - Tree - Landscape, Rosaleen 
Williams - Ruth Martin - SALT+SHAW - Sophie Loss - 
The Caseroom Press - The Mindful Editions - Tim Shore - 
whnicPRESS - Wild Pansy Press.

https://pagesartistbooks.org

Paper/Ink/Print Festival 
Landmark Arts Centre, Teddington, TW11 9NN, UK
17th – 19th March 2023
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The Landmark Arts Centre is launching a new biennial 
printmaking festival that will champion the art of hand-
printmaking, artists’ books and papermaking. The inaugural 
fair will be running over the weekend of 17-19 March 2023, 
and will include a whole programme of talks, workshops 
and demonstrations alongside special exhibits and over 50 
stands of artists selling their work directly to visitors.

The local area has a wealth of printmaking history and many 
print and book artists who have exhibited with us in the 
past, we want to build on that and bring a vibrant new event 
to Surrey and the South West of London that will encourage 
visitors to learn more about the difference between hand-
printmaking and digital prints, to discover what book art 
really is, and dive into the pulp of hand papermaking!

Follow us on Twitter: @paper_ink_print

More info and booking link at:
https://www.landmarkartscentre.org/visual-arts/paper-ink-
print-festival/

Printmaking, Artists’ books, Landscape and Nature, 
Thursday 30th March 2023 - Bristol, UK
LAND2 & Book Arts at the CFPR, UWE Bristol invite you 
to save the date for a one-day public event on Thursday 
30th March 2023: Printmaking, artists’ books, landscape 
and nature. 

This free, one-day event will explore environmental 
themes including but not limited to water quality, land 
degradation, pollution and damage to the landscape, 
interventions and ideas. 

The event will share some of the outcomes from UWE’s 
HAS-ACE Connecting Research Project Grant Scheme - 
Slow Violence and River Abuse: The Hidden Effect of Land 
Use on Water Quality - alongside presentations from artists, 
geographers, writers, environmentalists and scientists. 
Our aim is to bring together internal and external artists 
and LAND2 members to talk about some of these issues 
along with specialists and commentators from other fields. 
The event will consist of short talks, group discussions and 
a pop-up handling exhibition of artists’ books.   

Venue: Performance Space, The Station, Silver Street, Bristol, 
BS1 2AG, UK. Thursday 30th March 2023, 11am - 3.30pm 
(doors open 10am and close at 4pm for extra viewing of 
artworks) Places are free and can be booked via Eventbrite:
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/printmaking-artists-books-
landscape-and-nature-tickets-445152482057

Bergen Art Book Fair, Bergen Kunsthall, Norway
14th - 16th April 2023

Bergen Art Book Fair is an annual art book and self-
publishing festival in Norway since 2013. BABF showcases 
local, national and international artists and small press 
publishers. The fair is run by Pamflett, a self-publishing 
workshop and mediation space for artists’ books in 
Bergen, Norway. https://babf.no/

Update: Oxford Fine Press Book Fair 2023 
The PBFA (Provincial Booksellers Fairs Association) are 
arranging an Oxford Fine Press Book Fair to be held on 
9th-10th December this year at the Examination Schools in 
Oxford - the same excellent venue as last year. We will post 
updates on details as they become known. Fine Press Book 
Association https://fpba.com

Image: Detail from SEMAFORO VOLCANICO MMXIX, Ireri 
Topete, from the collection at the CFPR archive.

https://www.landmarkartscentre.org/visual-arts/paper-ink-print-festival/
https://www.landmarkartscentre.org/visual-arts/paper-ink-print-festival/
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/printmaking-artists-books-landscape-and-nature-tickets-445152482057
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/printmaking-artists-books-landscape-and-nature-tickets-445152482057
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introduced in 1973, its ability to print in saturated colors 
on plain paper jump started an avant garde Bay Area art 
movement. Copy machines offered artists a chance to play 
with colour, form and image as copies were made of copies 
and the piece changed form. The copier also democratized 
art by making prints cheap and easily available. We talk with 
the curators and artists featured in “Positively Charged,” a 
new art exhibit that looks at the evolution of copy art and 
zines in the Bay Area.  Have you ever created art on a copy 
machine?

Guests:
Maymanah Farhat, writer; editor; curator, Positively 
Charged: Copier Art in the Bay Area Since the 1960s 

Jennie Hinchcliff, curator,  Positively Charged: Copier Art 
in the Bay Area Since the 1960s; exhibitions and events 
manager, San Francisco Center for the Book

Enrique Chagoya, professor of art practice, Stanford 
University. Chagoya's work is featured in the exhibit 
Positively Charged.

Sally Wassink, artist. Wassink's work is featured in the 
exhibit Positively Charged.

Listen in at: https://www.kqed.org/forum/2010101892165/
how-the-xerox-machine-launched-a-bay-area-art-
movement

The exhibition at San Francisco Center for the Book and San 
Francisco Public Library continues until 19th March 2023. 
https://sfcb.org

NEW ARTISTS’ PUBLICATIONS

THE STREETS ARE VERY QUIET 
Mark Addison Smith 

In a daily practice called You Look Like The Right Type, 
I’ve been listening in on other people’s conversations and 
drawing their words—every single day since November 23, 
2008—to create an ongoing archive of over 5,000 drawings. 
You Look Like The Right Type is powered by my love of 
typography, language, and line, and sourced in stolen 

INTERNET NEWS

The Practice of Lina Nordenström
Lina Nordenström (Stockholm, Sweden) is a visual artist, 
primarily working with prints, drawings and artists’ books. 
She is co-founder of the print studio Grafikverkstan 
Godsmagasinet in Uttersberg, Sweden, together with her 
husband and colleague Lars Nyberg.

You can read an article about her practice in the current 
issue of SCRYPTH, an online journal, platform for 
contemporary interdisciplinary Nordic artists, and an 
international community for new discussions around 
creative practice. 

https://www.scrypth.com/sixth-quarter-lina-nordenstrom

KQED radio interview: How the Xerox Machine Launched 
A Bay Area Art Movement - SFCB on KQED’s Forum:

Positively Charged curators Maymanah Farhat and Jennie 
Hinchcliff appeared on KQED’s Forum recently. Joined 
by artists Enrique Chagoya and Sally Wassink, Farhat and 
Hinchcliff discussed how Bay Area artists of the time came 
together to experiment and push the limits of what colour 
copiers could do.

The humble copy machine was meant to revolutionise 
office work. But when the Xerox 6500 colour copier was 

https://www.kqed.org/forum/2010101892165/how-the-xerox-machine-launched-a-bay-area-art-movement
https://www.kqed.org/forum/2010101892165/how-the-xerox-machine-launched-a-bay-area-art-movement
https://www.kqed.org/forum/2010101892165/how-the-xerox-machine-launched-a-bay-area-art-movement
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from conversations with 40 people during the early months 
of the COVID-19 pandemic. Appendix includes follow-up 
interviews with subjects and artist interview with Steven 
Heller (reprinted from The Daily Heller, PRINT Magazine). 
Signed edition of 150 copies.

Printed at Fort Orange Press through a grant from the 
Research Foundation of The City University of New York 
(RF–CUNY).

THE STREETS ARE VERY QUIET INCLUDES DRAWN 
CONVERSATIONS WITH: Jaime Nuñez del Arco (artist, 
editor, publisher) / Jamie Booth (hairstylist, salon owner) 
/ Lady Bunny (drag artist) / Margaret Casey (grocery 
store manager) / Eric Cervini (writer, historian) / David 
Clarke (communications manager-turned-nutrition 
coach) / Michael Cook (fashion stylist) / Andrew Corzo 
(UPS driver) / BenDeLaCreme (drag artist) / Lydia Daum 
(designer, small-business owner) / Ashley Hairston Doughty 
(designer, professor) / Coral Gable (doula, hairstylist) / Jane 
Gagliardi (medical doctor) / Roxane Gay (writer, social 
commentator) / Erik Gernand (writer, filmmaker, professor) 
/ Julia Gernand (nursing home patient) / Noah Ghasan (art 
director) / Shänna Gordon (former Wisconsinite) / Mark 
S. King (HIV/AIDS activist, writer) / John Turner Lane (art 
student) / McKenzie Lee (college graduate) / Harrison Lowe 
(high school student) / Ian Martin (second grader) / Dahlia 
Maubane (photographer) / Daniel Meza (linguist, waiter) 
/ Debbie Millman (writer, designer, Design Matters host) 
/ Dawn Okamoto (antique store owner) / Doro Otterman 
(author, illustrator) / Smarty Pants (balloon twister) / Henry 
Parham (nonprofit director) / Rhona Sawatsky (elementary 
school teacher) / Elaine Serrão-Twisterling (immunologist-
turned-artist) / Elizabeth Stanley (Broadway lead) / Juraj 
Straka (cartoonist, textile designer) / Ricardo Useche 
(illustrator, parking attendant) / Michael Walters (stylist, 
interior designer) / Holly White (photography teacher)

For more information / to purchase a copy, visit: 
https://www.markaddisonsmith.com/the-streets-are-very-
quiet

CULTO (CULT)
Amador Perez
A digital artist’s book with drawings, photographs and other 
graphic works produced between the 80s and 2019, related 

moments of overheard, verbatim dialogue. The works on 
paper are hand-drawn, using India ink pen on Bristol board, 
and generated on the same day in which I capture the quote. 
I’ve never missed a day.

When the lockdown began at the start of the 2020 pandemic 
and my ability to overhear quotes—out in the wild and on 
the streets—ended, I invited people to have conversations 
with me remotely. Most of the conversations were held on 
Zoom with strangers and friends who inspired me (and 
continue to do so). 365 of those drawings are featured 
within this book.

BOOK SPECIFICATIONS:
9 x 6 x 2 inches, 448 pages, linen cloth on hardback case-
binding, matte silver foil-stamping with debossed cover, 
digitally printed interior pages on Cougar 90# text with 
Smyth-sewn signatures, featuring 365 drawings sourced 

https://www.markaddisonsmith.com/the-streets-are-very-quiet
https://www.markaddisonsmith.com/the-streets-are-very-quiet
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by Simón Ramirez invites viewers to page through delicate 
thermal prints at the expense of its images disappearing 
with each encounter. Each time light touches the surface 
of the paper, the depiction of ocean waves that fill the 
horizontal spreads fade. The shoreline, shown as impossibly 
frozen in time, reminds us of the ephemeral nature of 
the book.  

When dormant, the book is preserved in a light-protective 
envelope, presenting viewers with the conflict of whether 
to experience the work completely, at the expense of its 
eventual disappearance, or preserve an archival form, 
closed. 

The artwork implies its own disintegration in its materiality. 
With the rhythm of each page turned, we are reminded of 
the inability to capture a wave on a shore. 

2023. 46.5 x 7.9 cm, 24 pages. Thermal printing, saddle 
stitched inside of an anti UV envelope. Edition: 100 signed 
and numbered copies €35.
https://backbonebooks.net/publications/el-libro-que-tiende-
a-desaparecer/

Battalogize In Great Abandon! 
Alexander Jackson Wyatt
Published by backbonebooks
Alexander Jackson Wyatt has produced an updated
edition to a 1970’s home-deco renovation guide. 

Titled Battalogize In Great Abandon! his book takes the 
instructions and illustrations from the original publication, 
based on a style and sensibility of home-life from a by-gone 
decade, he has adapted its use and relevance to the shared
domestic experience of living in 2023.

to the world of opera and ballet, alongside literary excerpts 
related to these themes. January 2023.

https://issuu.com/amador.perez/docs/culto_
amadorperez_2022

It doesn’t hurt anymore
Amandine Nabarra
This project is centred around the concept of resilience. 
It focuses on the moment we face a misfortune or a setback 
followed by a healing journey.

I organised the images balancing content with shape, colour 
and see-through options. The first set of images is in black 
and white to anchor the story. Then it transitions slowly 
into monochrome pictures to express internal conflicts 
and confusion. There is a pivotal moment of colour images 
leading to a protagonist sleeping, dreaming, or drowning? 
The three moons mark the renewal. The last photographs 
are about healing and a new departure.

The image transfer technique with Polymer clay provides 
translucency and mystery to the story. The shape of the 
pages is limitless and can have empty spaces. I used this 
latest strategy to make the cover.

The book is heavy and behaves like fabric, adding a tactile 
quality to the flow of the story. Polymer clay, transparent 
thread, vinyl cover. Edition of 30 and 2 AP.
https://anpfotos.com

El libro que tiende a desaparecer 
Simón Ramirez 
Published by backbonebooks
El libro que tiende a desaparecer (The book that disappears) 

https://backbonebooks.net/publications/el-libro-que-tiende-a-desaparecer/
https://backbonebooks.net/publications/el-libro-que-tiende-a-desaparecer/
https://issuu.com/amador.perez/docs/culto_amadorperez_2022
https://issuu.com/amador.perez/docs/culto_amadorperez_2022
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Non-PC? Retro pulp-trash? Porno-kitsch? You decide; but 
be quick. Neil Crawford’s Twentysix Libidinous Librarians 
is published in a limited edition of only 26 copies by the 
Back Door Press, featuring 26 dubious book-covers with 
accompanying opening lines of each novel text, for just £12 
plus £1.65 p&p (UK), or £12 plus £5.85 p&p. (USA). 

Caveat emptor: as TV viewer warnings say, “Contains strong 
language and some brief nudity.” For order details, email: 
neil@typog.co.uk

P D Kennedy is From Brunlea
P D Kennedy: Author, artist
David Jury: designer, printer
Published by the Fox Ash Press
P D Kennedy is From Brunlea (the thinnest of veils for 
Burnley, Lancashire) is concerned with the hiatus of leaving 
home and the demands of being a student at the beginning 
of the 1970s. Pete is studying to become an art teacher, a 
vocation for which he has a natural talent, the problem is 
that teaching art is not enough; he wants to be an artist. Can 
he be an artist without losing his Brunlea values – and with 
them his Brunlea friends? 

The purpose of a memoir, especially one that involves a so-
called deprived background, is to gild the author’s ‘progress’ 
in life, given emphasis by an underlying resentment of 

14.8 x 21 cm. Indigo print. Edition 100. €35.
http://backbonebooks.net/publications/battalogize-in-great-
abandon/

A new unique book by Constanze Kreiser
A recent project showing my longing for more light. It hast 
been growing for several years and is pure playfulness and 
joy of colour. Poems on spring topics in German language.

A unique piece, hand bound, hand printed, sized 21 x 30 
cm, 20 pages. Screenprint and monoprints, plant printing, 
drawings, letterpress. Price on request.
https://kunstdenken.de

Twentysix Libidinous Librarians 
Neil Crawford

http://backbonebooks.net/publications/battalogize-in-great-abandon/
http://backbonebooks.net/publications/battalogize-in-great-abandon/
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narrow-minded bigots left behind. Kennedy’s book is not 
one of those. While he struggles with little or no money, 
idiotic teachers (but wonderful kids) and institutional 
antagonism (hardly surprising at times, considering Pete’s 
behaviour) his feelings toward those he had to leave is 
not only of abiding affection but also compassion. Pete’s 
salvation is born from books, art, music and the infinite 
wisdom of his girlfriends. 

Pete’s father was a steeplejack and a hero-figure who, when 
Pete was on the verge of being ‘thrown off ’ his teacher-
training course in Exeter (chosen because it was as far away 
as possible from Brunlea) got him a job working with him. 
Pete inexplicably found himself standing on top of a 100 
foot chimney. Climbing ladders is the abiding image of this 
book and the concept that determined how the book feels 
to hold, turn and read. It takes the form of a concertina-
fold book held within what appear to be traditional case-
bound outer covers. The reader does not need to release and 
unfold the book inside to see that the text forms a 33 foot 
(approx. 1,000 cm) chimney constructed with Kennedy’s 
words; although the temptation, of course, is irresistible. 
To reinforce this image the text is set as continuous prose; 
a reference to Jack Kerouac’s On The Road manuscript 
in scroll form. Alongside the column of Monotype Grot 
215 are approximately forty small, tipped-in images of 
photographs, drawings, and ephemera, such as letters, 
grant cheques, student union cards and a concert ticket. In 
addition there are several drawings printed at the Fox Ash 
studio, among them a rendering of a figure, face down and 
struggling to find his feet, its placement causing it to be 
engulfed in the soot and fumes emanating from Kennedy’s 
stack of words.

This is David Jury’s seventh book and his second with Pete 
Kennedy – the first being the six-part This Earthen Vessel. 
Long gestation periods have been a characteristic of Fox Ash 
Press publications, and From Brunlea has certainly been no 
exception. 

The type was set by Nick Gill at Effra Press Foundry and 
bound by Patrick Auer at Flyleaf.
   
For further information: 
jury.david@gmail.com
http://www.davidjury.com

Fear of the Flower 
Hormazd Narielwalla
EMH Arts, London and Concentric Editions



‘There is an unspoken code, a bond that cannot be broken, 
a line that must not be overstepped when one man asks 
another on which side Sir dresses, when he firmly but 
cautiously soothes out a wrinkle on a man’s chest, when he 
fingers his button hole for tightness of closure. Narielwalla 
is well aware of these codes – and how to play the game 
correctly – but other codes are also at work, how art works, 
how queer desire works, how liminal they are. A hand can 
so easily slide into the wrong hole, and all is lost.

Narielwalla’s latest works are altered pattern books. He 
has worked through more or less the complete Methode 
de Coupe Ladeveze Darroux (14th edition, no less!), 
erratically, wildly, hotly, vividly, expressively, passionately 
making pink and purple marks across the yellowing black 
and white pages of gentlemen’s attire. On Le Pantalon 
Droit, a page of instructions, he has drawn a diagram not 
dissimilar to others printed on following pages – but those 
are of trousers, while this is clearly a buttock spread open 
with two testicles hanging very loose and low beneath. 
It implies that well-made trousers should fall to the ankles 
with ease.’ (Dr Michael Petry)

Hormazd Narielwalla’s artist’s book Fear of the Flower 
celebrates queer male sexuality in a series of 36 ‘rose-bud’ 
images (reminiscent of Georgia O’Keeffe’s lush, sexualised 
blooms) painted over the pages of a vintage pattern manual. 
Introduced with a text by Dr Michael Petry, the book 
explores the hidden codes through which desire is indicated 
or expressed.

Fear of the Flower launches during the exhibition 
Re-readings, which brings together three UK artists, 
Jonathan Callan, Hormazd Narielwalla, Carolyn Thompson 

whose work could be described as a form of re-reading. 
Their art investigates source material that contains different 
kinds of language, re-fashioning it into new forms and 
altering narratives. 9 February – 17 March 2023

Fear of the Flower. Co-published by EMH Arts, London 
and Concentric Editions, 2023. ISBN 978-0-9572258-2-4. 
Edition of 150. 84pp, archival digital inkjet held in a hand 
sewn neoprene cover. 14.8 x 10.5cm £60 plus postage and 
packing. Orders to: emmahilleagle@aol.com

Eagle Gallery / EMH Arts
159 Farringdon Road, London EC1R 3AL
Wed - Fri 11 - 6, Sat 11 - 4.
Tel: + 44 (0)20 7833 2674. @emmahilleagle

Artífex ferit de poca lletra
Jaume Rocamora
21 x 30 cm. Four sheets, which open from the centre to the 
right and left, with a collage background; three sheets drawn 
with charcoal, which coincide with the blank sheets above 
and which close the object. 

This edition was made specially for an art event in 
Montecarotto, Italy.

Caption 
Emily McVarish 
Granary Books is pleased to announce the publication of a 
new book by Emily McVarish, titled Caption. 

This most recent work by Emily McVarish embodies several 
of her longstanding interests: “the nature of witnessing in a 
media-rapt age,” per her artist statement on the book, as well 
as motifs of collage, conveyance, and movement through 
time and space.
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This specific project has its roots in a desire to “alchemize 
newspaper reports in the year running up to the 2020 
election,” and for McVarish to “process the news, week 
by week, into collaged designs” inspired by Robert 
Rauschenberg’s Inferno series. McVarish initially imagined 
pairing the gathered material with a literary text, but after 
a few months and a pile of headlines, the COVID-19 
pandemic hit. McVarish recalls: “instead of the trackable 
momentum of hoped-for political transition, change came 
invisibly, unknowably.”

The book’s setting reflects this tone. According to McVarish, 
it is “set during a night inverted by moonlight. Through 
a window, a landscape is both seen and hallucinated. The 
space is that of a bracketed moment; the temporality, that of 
an image. How, in such conditions, to detect the possibility 
or arrival - the mechanism, process, or sign - of a change? 
Where to draw the line of difference between that and this, 
before and after?”

Written, designed, handset, and printed letterpress by 
McVarish, this book is bound in cloth over boards by John 
DeMerritt. This is from an edition of 35 copies, of which 10 
are hors commerce and 25 are for sale. The price is $2000. 

https://www.granarybooks.com/pages/books/3448/emily-
mcvarish/caption

Grass of Parnassus, Lindisfarne
Nancy Campbell & Julie Johnstone
Essence Press
A collaborative artists’ book by Nancy Campbell & Julie 
Johnstone, Grass of Parnassus, Lindisfarne is a tribute to 

the dramatic landscape of Lindisfarne, a tidal island off 
the coast of Northumberland, and the delicate and sweet-
smelling saxifrage which thrives there.

Grass of Parnassus, Lindisfarne, poem by Nancy Campbell; 
artwork & design by Julie Johnstone, h 120 x w 370 mm, 
16 pages including cover, printed inkjet on Bockingford 
watercolour paper, 190gsm, all sheets hand fed into printer 
& hand torn; hand bound with linen thread, open edition, 
2023, a limited number of signed copies still available. £35.

To purchase and find out more, please visit:
https://www.juliejohnstone.com/essence-press/nancy-
campbell/

FRAGMENTS - Heraclitus 
Alastair R Noble
Gnōbilis Press
The surviving texts by the Greek pre-socratic philosopher 
Heraclitus (Herákleitos) are known as the Fragments of 
which there are approximately 130. The artist Alastair Noble 
has transformed six of these fragments into a series of 
booklets overlapping the Greek with the English translations 
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interweaving them into random patterns transforming the 
words into indecipherable typographical notations. The 
numbering of each booklet follows the standard numerical 
system implemented by the Diels and Kranz (DK) who put 
together one of the earliest collections of the fragments in 
the early 1900s

6 pamphlets each 8 pages plus cover. Dimensions; H 105 
x W 147 mm. Text: Greek & English. Inkjet printed on 
archival Ivory Wausau 120gsm. End papers Hand torn 
Royal Blue Hahnemuhle - 160gsm. Cover White 
Bockingford Watercolour 190gsm. Hand bound with 
cotton thread. Open edition all signed. Single pamphlet £8 
or set of six for £40.

These and many other publications will be available from 
Gnōbilis Press will be available at the Leeds Pages Artists 
Book Fair 17th & 18th March 2023.

Contact: https://www.gnobilis-press.com
or
Dunoon-MOCA. 18 Ferry Brae, Dunoon PA23 7DP, UK.
https://www.dunoon-moca.com

New from Tamar MacLellan and Philippa Wood:

Mishaps: Set-back, Misfortune, Catastrophe
A series of three books produced by coding shared stories 
relating to mishaps within the kitchen environment. 
Through discussion the data gathered was coded and 

placed into one of three categories to inform an additional 
visual language. Each individual mishap is formed of four 
characteristics produced as a series of circular self-adhesive 
labels and arranged to suggest a kitchen hob. The concertina 
books are supported by a typewritten synopsis of the 
original story on the reverse. 

8pp concertina, 52 x 48 mm. Supplied within a self-seal bag 
with printed key. A limited edition of 18 – 6 of each kind. 
£5 each. Please contact Philippa Wood for further 
information: philliwood@icloud.com
http://www.the-case.co.uk
https://meetinginthemiddleblog.wordpress.com

The Company of Crows 
Marilyn Stablein
The Company of Crows, a collectible museum quality 
oversized artist’s book (13" H x 9" W) contains international 
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folklore, tales, myths, crow sayings and travel encounters 
with crows by prizewinning author and multidisciplinary 
artist Marilyn Stablein who works in poetry, collage, essays, 
installation, performance, mixed media and artists’ books.

Dmitry Sayenko, born in Ukraine, designed and printed 
the cover from his original linocuts on handmade 
paper especially made for this edition at his studio in St. 

Petersburg, Russia. Paul Veres designed the 16 pages setting 
the text in his own fonts Aperto and Espresso. Laser printed 
on archival Rives BFK ivory paper, the book was published 
by Book Arts Editions, Portland, Oregon in 2022. The book 
is a single signature, pamphlet stitched, numbered edition 
limited to 65 copies, each copy signed and dated by both 
author and artist.

Red Fox Press, Ireland published two of Marilyn Stablein’s 
artists’ books: Himalayan Notebook (2021) and Elephant 
Chronicles (2022) both in the C’est Mon Dada series. Her 
collage journal practice which spans forty years is an 
ongoing vernacular series of time/place based collages that 
concern visual culture, travelogue and memoir. Her artists’ 
books are in private and public collections. Inquiries at: 
https://www.marilynstablein.com/

Margie Ramsay new works:

I like to title or illustrate my bindings using fore-edge 
painting and edge decoration. Allowing the reader to find 
the illustration or title unexpectedly and perhaps even 
having to seek for it. 

I showed two of my recent works at the Lonely Arts Club 
Inverness, exhibition from 17th to 24th February at Wasps 
Creative Academy, Crown Circus, Inverness, UK.



One is a fore-edge painting in watercolour under gold foil 
on a half cloth hand bound notebook showing a view of 
Eilean Donan Castle, Scotland. £100. 

A video of the hidden fore-edge being displayed 
can be viewed via the Linkedin QR code here.

The other is a hand sewn, bound and boxed Folio Society 
edition of John Steinbeck’s novella Of mice and Men with 
illustration by James Albon. Which is covered in pure cotton 
with the title stencilled in black on ochre at the head and 
the front cover transfer printed with the murder barn from 
the story.  It was made as part of a year’s online lock-down 
course in bookbinding held by Nesta Davies of Leafworks. 
£159. Email: margie.ramsay2810@gmail.com 

Franticham’s Assembling Box Nr. 54
Visual poetry and works inspired by Dada & Fluxus
Redfoxpress

With Contributions from: Michael Augustin, Germany - 
Vittore Baroni, Italy - Kevin Geronimo Brandtner, Austria 
- Angela Caporaso, Italy - Andrea Familiar Llopis, Spain 
- Cinzia Farina, Italy - Thorsten Fuhrmann, Germany 
- Antonio Gomez, Spain - Georgia Grigoriadou, Greece - 
Klaus Groh, Germany - Luis Maria Labrador, Spain - Siggi 
Liersch, Germany - Serse Luigetti, Italy - Eiichi Matsuhashi, 
Japan William Mellot, Taiwan - Emilio Morandi, Italy - Leo 
Morrissey, USA - Juergen Olbrich, Germany - Antonio 
Orihuela, Spain - Juan Fran Nunez Parreno, Spain - Roberto 
Scala, Italy - Litsa Spathi, Netherlands - Giovanni & Renata 
Strada, Italy - Thierry Tillier, Belgium - John Tostado, USA 

Only 15 copies available for sale / 70 Euro / 100 $ / 60 UK 
GBP. http://redfoxpress.com/ass.box54.html

Vitaluce
Rachèle Rivière
A unique artist’s book composed of ceramic parts, papers 
(BFK Rives, tracing paper, Fabriano) & brass wire in a 
cardboard box. Binding by wire of paper-ampoules. On the 
front: Mixed techniques of engravings, on the back: text 
typo-graphed manually. Box: Printing on Fabriano paper & 
brass wire mounted on cardboard Dimensions: 15 x 15 cm / 
Closed book: 5 x 7 cm / Open book: 30 x 5 cm. 
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When the starting point are song’s words getting in 
resonance so strongly with yourself: “Give us back the light, 
give us back the beauty, the world was so beautiful and we 
ruined it…” What to do in front of the nonsense of humans 
destroying what's most beautiful? Claim the right to a life’s 
quality bathed in light. Fight for a better world, in which 
humans consider animals and nature as essential, is a right 
that we can all grasp. 

Now in the collection of Oggetto Libro / SBLU_
spazioalbello (international biennale Book Object and 
artist's book) Milan, Italy. 
https://www.oggettolibro.it/en/

Blackpool 1980s–1990s
Stephen Clarke 
Café Royal Books

Learning from Blackpool: In the 1930s, the Mass Observation 
social research project was established by anthropologist 
Tom Harrisson, poet Charles Madge and filmmaker 
Humphrey Jennings. Their aim was to record everyday life 
in Britain. They set up base in the industrial town of Bolton, 
which they labelled ‘Worktown’. During the summer of 
each year the occupants of Bolton, the ‘worktowners’, would 
spend what was termed as their ‘fifty-second week’ of the 
year in the seaside resort of Blackpool. As a member of the 
Mass Observation survey, the photographer Humphrey 
Spender took photographs in Bolton and Blackpool 
documenting the ordinary lives of those observed.

I was born in St Helens, an industrial town similar to 
Bolton. Holidays in Blackpool were also a feature of my 
family’s annual routine. By the time that I was a child these 
week-long visits had become day-trips. I started to take 
photographs of Blackpool in the early 1980s. As a young art 
student I was looking for subject matter to make paintings, 
and, same as the worktowners, as an antidote to the grim 
post-industrial landscape that surrounded me. As years 
progressed I would make annual trips to the resort, which 
has produced a considerable archive of images. A small 
collection of these photographs has been published by Café 
Royal Books.

It is a truism to state that there is nowhere in Britain that is 
like Blackpool; it has attracted many photographers. It is an 
environment in which to test one’s craft. As well as getting 
this education in Blackpool, I have also taught at Blackpool 
College of Art. Maybe we should follow the directive of the 
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Stephen Clarke, Monorail Pleasure Beach Blackpool 

Stephen Clarke, Tram and Tower Blackpool



American architects Robert Ventura, Denise Scott Brown 
and Steve Izenour, who, in their book ‘Learning From Las 
Vegas’1, asked us to study the Nevada city of the title. In a 
similar manner students of the visual arts could be ‘learning 
from Blackpool’. Once a year, coaches full of graduate and 
postgraduate students from art departments around the UK 
could arrive at Blackpool for their own fifty-second week of 
the year. 

Stephen Clarke 
Lecturer in Art and Design: Critical and Contextual Studies 
University of Chester, UK.

1. Venturi, R. , Scott Brown, D., Izenour, S. (1977) Learning 
From Las Vegas (revised edition). Cambridge Massachusetts, 
and London: MIT Press.

Blackpool 1980s–1990s, Stephen Clarke, Café Royal Books 
36 pages, printed in England, staple bound, 14 x 20 cm. 
£6.70 
https://www.caferoyalbooks.com/england/stephen-clarke-
blackpool-1980s1990s

Amelia’s High School Graduation (mother), 1926
Claire Jeanine Satin

Remnants of high school diploma, glass beads, photo, 
7”x10”, 2023.

http://satinartworks.com

ANNOUNCEMENTS, REPORTS & REVIEWS 

Tanya Peixoto - Bookartbookshop: 

My beloved Alastair Brotchie died on 27th January 2023

 -

Here, painting Alfred Jarry on our wall. How many thousands 
of people all over the world have been inspired by Alastair’s 
passion for Jarry and ‘Pataphysics and his publishing house, 

Atlas Press books? What a great illuminator….

It was his shop, on the corner of Pitfield street, London, 
bookartbookshop since 2002, that brought us together. 

I know Alastair’s death is a huge shock to many and a great 
loss to us all and I share my love and gratutude for the 22 

years we had together with anyone reading this now.

-

Peter Blegvad has written an obituary published in 
The Guardian: https://www.theguardian.com/books/2023/
feb/24/alastair-brotchie-obituary

-
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Stephen Clarke, Windbreaks on the beach Blackpool
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STOP PRESS!

EXHIBITOR CALL: 
THE 2023 SAN FRANCISCO ART BOOK FAIR
Presented by Minnesota Street Project Foundation
14 – 16 July 2023
Preview: Thursday 13 July  

Minnesota Street Project
1275 Minnesota Street, San Francisco, CA 94107

News sent from San Francisco Center for the Book: 
The San Francisco Art Book Fair (SFABF) is pleased to 
announce its sixth year at Minnesota Street Project. 
Open July 14 through July 16, 2023, with a preview the 
evening of July 13th, the SFABF is a free annual multi-
day exhibition and celebration of printed material from 
independent publishers, artists, designers, collectors, and 
enthusiasts from around the world.

The fair places the unique history and perspectives of the 
Bay Area in conversation with national and international 
publishing communities. Free and open to the public, 
SFABF features artists’ books, art catalogues, monographs, 
periodicals, zines, printed ephemera, and artists’ multiples. 
Throughout the weekend, visitors to the fair are welcome 
to experience a diverse range of talks, performances, book 
launches, special projects, exhibitions, and signings across 
the Project’s contemporary art campus, as well as select off-
site projects and events.

Sponsored by the Minnesota Street Project Foundation, 
SFABF’s mission is to help sustain the creation and 
distribution of printed material through support of the 
independent publishing community from the Bay Area and 
beyond, and to expand our reach to new audiences.

We look forward to seeing you all and catching up in July at 
the 2023 San Francisco Art Book Fair!

EXHIBITOR APPLICATIONS ARE NOW OPEN:
https://sfartbookfair.com

The deadline for applications is Wednesday 22nd March 
2023, 11:59 PST.

Sonia Lenzi – A Personal and Public Tool: for ‘Daughters’
Photobooks on display at Artphilein Library, Lugano, 
Switzerland and online until 30th June 2023
Books can take you in another dimension and they have 
always been in my life.

You can take them with you and read or look at them in a 
park, under the shadow of a tree or in bed, and they keep 
you company in your domestic space. They are portable and 
public objects and holding and feeling them in your hands 
is a pleasure. Sometimes you can use them as manifestos 
or exhibit themselves. Nowadays they are also democratic 
objects as they are often affordable, collectable and can 
travel easier than exhibitions.

I believe photography works primarily in a context, such is 
an album or a book, where pictures can dialogue with each 
other in that specific ‘portable’ private, but also public space.

The act of publishing had also a specific connotation for 
women, in the XIX century and early XX century, as it 
was connected to that struggle to be part of society and 
have equal opportunities. Then it was a woman to 
publish the first photobook: Anna Atkins’ three volume 
Photographs of British Algae: Cyanotype Impressions 
(1843-1853) beautiful cyanotypes images for scientific 
study and learning.

It was difficult to select the books for this exhibition, but 
in the end I concentrated in books that I feel part of my 
experience on one side, and in books that are specifically 
related to environment, family or violence, in a broader 
sense, on the other side, as these are the themes discussed 
with Artphilein during the process that lead to the 
publication of my last book, ‘Looking for My Daughters. 
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A book of love and worries’. Some of them are strictly 
related to feminism, especially 1970s feminism, the one of 
my mother generation, and others I suggested the Women 
Centre in Bologna, my hometown, to acquire, as I thought 
they were relevant for the feminist discourse.

The books I chose as part of my experience have been given 
to me by other photographers I am close to or are part of 
my collection or have influenced my practice and approach 
to photography: this could be an endless list and I had to 
confine this anyway to the ones who are actually part of my 
library or Artphilein library. All of them are books I wish 
could be seen and appreciated by younger generations.

Visit the online exhibition: https://artphileinlibrary.edcat.
net/exhibitions/a-private-and-public-tool-for-daughters

Artphilein Library, 1st floor, Via Ferruccio Pelli 13, 
6900 Lugano, Switzerland.

Artphilein Editions + Bookstore, via San Salvatore 2, 
6900 Paradiso, Switzerland.
https://www.artphilein.org

Gold tooling on paper with Tracey Rowledge at City Lit, 
Keeley Street, London, UK, 18th - 21st April 2023 

On this course you’ll learn how to develop a language with 
gold tooling on paper, using hand finishing tools, BS Glaire 
and loose gold leaf.

This course is suitable for all levels and is not dependent on 
your having any bookbinding experience.

https://www.citylit.ac.uk/catalog/product/view/id/286119/s/
bookbinding-gold-tooling-on-paper/category/1141/

Paired Station Coptics with Scott McCarney
16th - 23rd March 2023
Center for Book Arts, New York, online course
This virtual workshop takes place on Zoom on Thursdays, 
16 and 23 March from 6pm–8pm.

This two-session virtual workshop taught by CBA instructor 
Scott McCarney is an introduction to the paired-station 
coptic sewing (dating from the 5th century CE and still in 
use today!) which is suitable for binding single sheets, folios 
and/or gathered sections in a single book structure. It is an 
exposed spine, unsupported sewing method that is sturdy 
and allows the book to lie flat.

Students will make two books: a single sheet sample with 
card pages and one of folded and gathered sections. 
Once these have been mastered, the techniques can be 
combined to make books of an infinite variety of sections 
and materials. 

Pay what you can. Please Note: Registration for this 
workshop closes on Thursday 9th March at 11:59pm.

https://centerforbookarts.org/classes/online/paired-station-
coptics-2

Bindings, Boundaries and Cuts: Relating Agency and 
Ontology in Photobook Encounters
Dr Briony Anne Carlin
The photobook is gaining visibility as an object of creative 
practice and cultural economy, but it has generally been 
studied within photographic histories. This PhD thesis 
builds alternative ontologies of the photobook as an 
experiential, sensory, social artwork. The study foregrounds 
situated moments of “encounter” between humans and 
photobooks, which are simultaneously texts, images, 
actants and phenomena, to question what roles photobooks 
perform in different circumstances – what they do. The 
research draws on New Materialism to produce a multi-
faceted analysis of an under-researched artistic medium, 
form and genre, which is novel for studies of photographic 
history and culture, book arts and design, as well as 
interdisciplinary object studies.
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Link to the thesis via EThOS / British Library:
https://ethos.bl.uk/OrderDetails.do?uin=uk.bl.ethos.869587

Legacy of Letters 2023 - Letterpress in Italy
Archivio Tipografico, Tallone Editore, Il Buon Tempo, 
Officina Typo, Anonima Impressori, Fallani Venezia, and 
Tipoteca Italiana Fondazione
29th June to 13th July 2023

Legacy of Letters was founded in 1996 by Paul Shaw with 
the goal of introducing people to the incredibly rich array 
of resources that Italy has to offer for those excited about 
carved, written, and printed letters. Although the Tipo Cibo 
Vino theme of 2019 and 2022 was extremely successful it 
is time to reemphasize this original vision. Thus, the 2023 
edition of Legacy of Letters will focus on type and printing 
with visits to five letterpress print shops (and one screen 
printer). There will also be trips to five or six libraries to 
see examples of outstanding calligraphy, typography, and 
printing from the Renaissance to the 20th century. Legacy 
of Letters 2023 will conclude with a four-day letterpress 
workshop at the Tipoteca in Cornuda led by master printers 
Peter Kruty and Sayre Gaydos of Peter Kruty Editions.

The cost includes all transportation within Italy, all lodging, 
all breakfasts, the orientation and farewell dinners, all 
museum fees, and all workshop materials and supplies. 
All other meals are the responsibility of each participant as 
are the costs of any optional events. 

$4000 [$3750 early bird discount and Legacy of Letters 
alumni; $3500 students] space limited to 10 participants.
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A unique copy of Fournier’s Manuel Typographique in the 
Biblioteca Palatina (Parma). It was owned by Bodoni who tipped 
in the cuttings from a Baskerville type specimen. This has been 
part of Legacy of Letters tours since 2015.

Peter Kruty checking galleys during Legacy of Letters 2022 at the 
Tipoteca in Cornuda.

Sandro Berra setting type during Legacy of Letters 2019 at the 
Tipoteca in Cornuda.



The full price of Legacy of Letters 2023 is $3900. There is 
a discounted price of $3650 for early bird registrants and 
former Legacy of Letters participants. A special price of 
$3500 is available for current university students or those 
who have graduated within the past two years.

The deadline to register for Legacy of Letters 2023 is 
1st May 2023 with a non-refundable deposit of $300 due 
upon registration. The early bird registration deadline has 
been extended to 15th March 2023 with a non-refundable 
deposit of $300 due by that date. The balance of the Legacy 
of Letters 2023 fee is due 31st May 2023. To register email 
Legacy of Letters at paulshaw@nyc.rr.com

More info and schedule at:
https://www.paulshawletterdesign.com/2022/11/
announcing-legacy-of-letters-2023-letterpress-in-italy/

Scholarships for Legacy of Letters 2023
In 2022 Mark Simonson Studio and Occupant Fonts 
sponsored scholarships for designers under the age of 30. 
I am pleased to announce that Legacy of Letters will be able 
to offer several scholarships again this year (up to the age 
of 35) due to the generosity of both firms and additional 
pledges of funds from Typotheque, Type Together, Jeremy 
Tankard, and a private individual.

The deadline for submitting a Scholarship application is 
4th March 2023. More info and application form at:

https://www.paulshawletterdesign.com/2023/02/
scholarships-for-legacy-of-letters-2023/

In Cahoots Residency's fundraiser, Petaluma, CA, USA
Our fundraiser event this year will include a silent and live 
auction, live music by the Spike Sikes trio (Sonoma County’s 
own mix of blues-soul-swing-jazz-brass), catered food and 
refreshments. Macy has curated a beautiful selection of art 
from both local and international artists. Whether you come 
for the art, the music, the community, or the hospitality, it’ll 
be an event you won’t want to miss! 

All proceeds benefit In Cahoots Residency’s grant program. 

Buy your tickets here:
Attend in Person $20 or Attend through Zoom $10
Book your tickets at:
https://incahootsresidency.com/2023-auction/

Our silent auction is a big part of our grant fundraising 
and it’s open NOW! You can bid on 80+ items, no ticket 
purchase required! Our silent auction is open until 5pm 
on 19th March. Browse the gallery and bid at:
https://incahootsresidency.com/2023-auction-gallery/

Exciting News for Aspiring UK Bookbinders!

The Western Region of the Society of Bookbinders has 
designed a three-year progression course in order to 
give our members an opportunity to learn the craft of 
Bookbinding in-depth and in an accessible and structured 
format. Enrolled students need to be members Western 
Region but we have a special membership offer of £10 
(rather than £40) for the year for non-members interested 
in enrolling. 

We are now launching our first year, designed for complete 
beginners, or those with some experience, who would like 
to hone their skills and fill gaps in their knowledge of the 
techniques and structures of foundational bookbinding.

The course is taught over nine weekends held at the Tacchi-
Morris Art Centre, School Road, Monkton Heathfield, 
Taunton TA2 8PD, from 10.00 - 16.00 on both days. 

The dates are as follows:   
22-23 April, 20-21 May, 17-18 June 2023
23-24 September, 21- 22 October, 18-19 November 2023
20-21 January, 24-25 February, 16-17 March 2024

Your tutors will be Nesta Davies, Diana Illingworth-Cook 
and Angela Sutton, all experienced teachers and professional 
binders. This course is subsidised by the Western Region of 
the Society of Bookbinders.

Students will benefit from being taught by three tutors, all 
of whom are professional bookbinders with many years 
of teaching experience. You can find a short biography for 
each below. The tutors will take you carefully through their 
area of the course and each will give you individual and 
group support. A tutor Zoom consultation will be available 
for additional guidance between sessions and a WhatsApp 
group for peer support.

The course fee is £675 which covers all nine weekends, and 
includes materials, although there will be times when you 
might like to use something of your own. Extra materials 
will be available for you to purchase if you wish to practise 
between sessions.  All equipment and tools will be provided 
for use during the course and guidance will be given on 
pur-chasing your own should you wish to do so. You are 
welcome to bring and use your own. 

For further information and booking, please email 
our Western Region secretary Margaret Castle:
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margaretcastle@yahoo.co.uk putting ‘Beginners’ Course’ 
in the subject heading. 

NewLights - relocation subscription offers:
NewLights is doing a subscription drive to help fund a 
transition to to Louisville, KY, USA this autumn. 

Supporter: $4 monthly/$45 yearly, or Patron: $8 
monthly/$90 yearly. Annual subscriptions can be purchased 
through the NewLights website and monthly subscriptions 
are done through Patreon. Gift subscriptions are also 
possible. The goal is to get up to 150 subscribers.

NewLights subscribers receive: 

* One printed thing per year, either a small book or print.
 
* The $90 Patron level also includes one smallish, not-
editioned, mixed-media drawing/collage/print/poem per 
year. 

* Free access to all digital publications for both personal and 
classroom use.

* A discount code for 10% off any items on the NLP website.

* One entry to win a free copy of any editioned large books 
that are published. (No purchase necessary to enter the 
raffle. See website for details.)

* The opportunity to nominate and vote for which projects 
are supported through the NLP Public Goods Grants. (This 
is a new idea! I am really excited about it! There is more info 
on the website.) https://www.newlightspress.com/support

* Other fun stuff along the way, as circumstances permit.

Subscribe at: https://www.newlightspress.com/support

Become a monthly subscriber through Patreon at:
https://www.patreon.com/newlightspress

Watch a video about at NewLights Press at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=APx3ewkoxOQ

Materialia Lumina: A Symposium on Artists’ Books in 
the 21st Century, Boston Athenæum, USA
10th and 11th March 2023

From Jim Kelly: Presented in conjunction with the 
exhibition Materialia Lumina | Luminous Books: Concept & 
Craft in Contemporary Artists’ Books in association with the 
CODEX Foundation.

In the most outstanding contemporary artists’ books, 
content, form, materials, and method intersect in an 
integrated artistic vision. This symposium focuses on 
the powerful impact these works have on their viewers 
and readers. Discussions will explore key ideas that have 
emerged from the CODEX Foundation’s Materialia Lumina 
catalog and its related exhibitions, including the intersection 
of concept and craft, and the convergence of creativity and 
conscience. Tickets $120.00. 

Visit the website for full speakers list and to register:
https://community.bostonathenaeum.org/s/events

Boston Athenæum, 10 1/2 Beacon St, Boston, MA 02108, 
USA. https://bostonathenaeum.org/
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UWE Bristol Exhibitions are within Bower Ashton 
Library. Please check hours before travelling. 
https://www.uwe.ac.uk/study/library/our-libraries/
opening-hours#section-3  

Tel: 0117 3284750 (library main desk) 
 
NEXT DEADLINE: 3RD APRIL FOR THE MID-
APRIL - JUNE 2023 NEWSLETTER

If you have news, please email items for the BAN to: 
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk  Please supply any images as 
good quality RGB jpegs (200 dpi) at 8.5 cm across.
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk  

For up to date / last minute news…
follow Sarah on Twitter:
https://twitter.com/SarahBodman

The images in this message are of the recent book Another Object 
In Which We Will Not Find Rest (Study No. 2).
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